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Foreword
Reading ability and its long term consequence of learning effectiveness is a leading issue in the 
current quality education debate. Government of Uganda recognises that learning to read and 
write effectively is a good reason for children to stay in school, and fundamental not only to their 
completion of the basic education cycle but also to their future personal, academic and social 
success. However, research in the two decades before 2010 constantly revealed that Uganda’s 
children were unable to read in both their mother tongue and English. These revelations 
constitute a threat that universalisation of basic education without systematic reading 
instruction will not offer Uganda’s children the benefit of literacy.

To make schooling more beneficial for the participants of the Universal Primary Education 
program, leaders need to champion interventions focused on quality instruction. The United 
States Agency for International Development (USAID) and Government of Uganda have through 
a cooperative agreement, supported the USAID/Uganda School Health and Reading Program 
(SHRP) in the implementation of a tested early grade reading methodology across the first four 
years of primary school. The five year program is being implemented to deliver high quality 
technical assistance and material inputs to strengthen the education system’s capacity to 
improve the mother tongue and English reading abilities of children. This target will be attained 
through the production of materials in 12 local languages and English and training of teachers to 
develop the foundational skills of: 

a) Phonemic awareness;
b) Alphabetic principle;
c) Vocabulary;
d) Fluency, and
e) Comprehension. 

The system’s investment will result, ultimately in the development of primers and teacher 
guides and training of  teachers. District/Municipal Education Officers, District/Municipal 
Inspectors of Schools, Principals, college tutors and early grade teachers are all key 
stakeholders in the intervention. Their implementation efforts will determine the impact of 
the intervention that will be measured when the Program conducts its local language and 
English Early Grade Reading Assessment (EGRA) in the intervention districts.

The intervention could not have come at a better time; the nation and her development 
partners are waiting to witness the change as the children of Uganda reap the benefits! We 
must all therefore support the school level implementation to maximise the benefit or these 
materials.

Hon. Maj. (Rtd) Alupo Jessica Rose Epel (MP) 
Minister of Education and Sports
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Introduction

The Introduction section to the Teacher’s Guide provides you with an overview 
of the School Health and Reading Program’s literacy model.  
It includes information on the following: 

• the six foundational principles upon which the model is built;
• the five key components of literacy instruction;
• the major methods that teachers use in the classroom on a daily basis, and
• how the literacy model supports the thematic curriculum, including an 

overview of the continuous assessment model. 
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Introduction

The Ministry of Education and Sports' Early Grade Reading Model

Young learners in Uganda want and need to become successful readers and writers. The School 
Health and Reading Program is designed to help make that happen. The Program, in partnership 
with the Ministry of Education and Sports (MoES), the National Curriculum Development Centre 
(NCDC) and language boards, developed the following literacy model. You, as a classroom 
teacher, are key to this model’s success. The model is built on the following principles:

First, the model is research-based and aligns with other successful literacy models from around 
the world.

Second, the model uses the foundational components of literacy to help learners achieve 
literacy competences. The five literacy components – phonemic awareness, alphabetic 
principle, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension – are described in the next section. They align 
with the MoES reading, writing, speaking and listening competences.

Third, the thematic curriculum and the MoES language of instruction policy frame the model. 
Learners are taught and practice new content in both local languages and English.  

Fourth, the model supports the idea that literacy skills developed in one language help a learner 
gain literacy skills in a second language. This is similar to the didactic principles of working from 
the known to the unknown and from easy tasks to complex tasks. In other words, the model 
helps children learn to read first in the language they speak best before learning to read in a 
language they do not know.

Fifth, the model recognises that children learn to read better if they have a well-developed 
understanding of their languages’ sound system. In practice, this means that learners should 
have strong phonological awareness (understanding of sounds and syllables) and vocabulary 
knowledge before they receive phonics instruction (decode words by sounding them out and 
blending them). Because learner’s local language oral skills are further developed, instruction 
with print in the local language begins sooner than it does in English. 

Sixth, the model values explicit and systematic instruction. Systematic instruction means that 
skill development begins with simple foundational skills before adding more complex skills.  The 
order for teaching learners new skills is planned so that all of the important skills are taught 
first. Explicit instruction means that information is clearly described and modelled by you, the 
teacher. Then, learners practise their new skills as you support them.

Above all, the School Health and Reading Program model is designed to help your learners.  
By following this model you will provide your learners with the foundational skills that they 
need to become successful readers and writers.
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Introduction

The Foundation: The Five Components of Literacy Instruction

Experts agree that there are five components to always include in successful literacy instruction. 
To help learners become independent readers and writers, you need to teach these components 
explicitly and systematically.

Explicit means that you model.

Systematic means that your instruction moves from easier to more difficult skills, without 
skipping any important ones.

The five components are: 

1. Phonemic Awareness
2. Alphabetic Principal (Phonics)
3. Fluency
4. Vocabulary
5. Comprehension 

Phonemic Awareness

What: Phonemic awareness is the ability to identify, change around and break apart sounds 
that make up words. You need to help your learners’ notice that sounds (phonemes) make 
up words. Learners without this awareness may struggle with reading. Before learners can 
identify individual letter sounds, they benefit from instruction with larger units of sounds at the 
sentence, word and syllable level.  

Why: Learners need to become aware of sounds (phonemes) to help their reading and spelling.  

How: Phonemic awareness can be developed through rhymes, songs and working with 
individual letters. A learner who has phonemic awareness can identify that the words ‘map’ and 
‘mother’ both begin with the same sound, /m/. 

Alphabetic Principle (Phonics) 

What: Successful reading requires an understanding of the alphabetic principle - that letters (or 
groups of letters) represent sounds in words. Phonics is the method for teaching learners how to 
relate printed letters and sounds. 

Why: Phonics instruction gives your learners the skills to be able to sound out (decode) and spell 
(encode) words that you did not tell them directly.

How: You can help your learners by teaching individual letters, letter patterns and syllables.  
You also want to give them lots of chances to blend (put together) and segment (take apart) 
letters. Learners who have been taught phonics can read and spell unfamiliar words such as 
‘swirl’ even if they don’t know the word’s meaning.
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Introduction

Fluency

What: Fluency is the ability to read text with speed, accuracy and expression. 

Why: It helps your learners make meaning from text. It also helps them become aware of 
sentence structures, which helps their writing. 

How: The more learners interact with text the more likely it is that they will become fluent 
readers. A combination of echo, choral, partner and whisper reading helps your learners 
become more fluent (see box below). A fluent reader changes his/her voice and pace to match 
the words and punctuation. 

Echo Reading: Used when a new text is first introduced. The teacher reads first and then the 
class reads.  

Choral Reading: Everyone reads the text together. The teacher’s voice helps the learners. 

Partner Reading: Several learners read the text together.

Whisper Reading: Beginning readers are not ready to read silently. But they can ‘whisper 
read’ (quietly and softly read) the text.

Vocabulary

What: Vocabulary helps learners understand what they hear and read. Vocabulary also helps 
learners speak and write.

Why: Learners need a big vocabulary so they can understand what they read and so they can 
express themselves. 

How: You can teach vocabulary both directly and indirectly. Lessons using total physical 
response (TPR, or using physical movement to act out a word like ‘dancing’), pictures and read 
alouds provide opportunities for learners to hear and use words. Your classroom should be a 
language-rich environment, with lots of text displayed for learners to read. A learner who has 
been taught vocabulary understands more of what he/she hears and reads. Learners can also 
use vocabulary in their writing. 
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Introduction

Comprehension

What: Comprehension is the ability to understand and take meaning from text. There are two 
main types. Literal comprehension is the ability to recall facts from the text (like the colour of 
a character’s shirt, or what happened in the story). Inferential comprehension requires the 
reader to understand information that is not stated directly in the text (like how they thought a 
character felt, or what they would have done if they were a character in the story).

Why: It is the main goal of reading. 

How: Comprehension should be taught to even the youngest learners. It is taught before, during 
and after reading.  A learner who has been taught comprehension skills can make predictions 
about a story, check his/her understanding of the story along the way and evaluate the text after 
her/she reads.

Major Methods in the Early Grade Reading Model 

Several major methods of teaching underlie the instructional model used in the School Health 
and Reading Program.

• Collaborative Learning
• Continuous Assessment
• I Do, We Do, You Do
• Multisensory Instruction
• Oral Language: Phonological Awareness and Vocabulary
• Print Awareness
• Scaffolding 

Collaborative Learning 

Collaborative means working together. Collaborative learning provides opportunities for learners 
to work with their classmates for regular, short periods during literacy lessons. It forms part 
of the “I Do, We Do, You Do” sequence either before or after working on a task. Collaborative 
learning strengthens learning, as it increases learner’s chances to practice new information with 
others. It also helps manage the reality of large class sizes. 
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Continuous Assessment

Continuous assessment activities are built into the daily teaching lessons. The Friday lessons 
are designed as review and assessment lessons. The activities on Fridays are mostly “You Do” 
tasks that learners should be able to perform on their own since they will do similar activities 
throughout the week. This provides an opportunity for you to assess and record the developing 
literacy competences of learners as they complete assigned tasks. 

I Do, We Do, You Do

The gradual release method is known informally as “I Do, We Do, You Do.” Learners first see 
the teacher perform a task alone. Next, learners perform the task with the teacher and the rest 
of the class. Finally, learners do the task alone. This model is followed for most of the learning 
activities, as indicated in the How to Teach section of this Teacher’s Guide. The method supports 
learning as it builds learners’ confidence in carrying out new tasks.

Multisensory Instruction

Instruction that is multisensory includes activities that involve learners in using two or more 
senses to gain new information. It includes guiding learners to use seeing, hearing, speaking 
and moving. Multisensory instruction is used throughout the lessons. Instruction that connects 
the visual, auditory, kinaesthetic and tactile senses (VAKT) has long been used for those with 
learning difficulties; it is now understood that it benefits all learners.

Oral Language: Phonological Awareness and Vocabulary

The ability to read words easily comes from well-developed oral language skills. Developing 
learners’ phonological awareness and vocabulary provides a foundation for literacy. 
Phonological awareness means having an understanding of the relationships between sounds 
in a language, and of things like syllables and rhymes. Learners also need many opportunities to 
learn and practice vocabulary. A good vocabulary helps learners when they start to read.

Print Awareness

Seeing written language helps learners understand how print works and what it can do. Learners 
must have opportunities to interact with books and print so they become used to different types 
of information. This method will help learners understand that print represents speech and 
carries meaning. 
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Scaffolding

This method directly supports the idea of moving from the known to the unknown. With 
scaffolding, learners gain new information that builds from their present understanding. In 
practice, instead of just hearing the correct answer, the learner is supported to reach the correct 
answer. Learners should be supported with scaffolding using corrective feedback. For example, 
the learner who incorrectly reads the word “boy” as “ball” is told, “You have the first sound 
right. Let’s look at the rest of the word.” Or, the learner who points to a red pen and says, “blue 
pen” is told, “You are correct, it is a pen. But it is red, not blue.” 

The Ministry of Education and Sports' Early Grade Reading Model 
and the MoES Thematic Curriculum

The Thematic Curriculum

In 2005, the MoES made significant reforms in Uganda’s early primary education system 
through a major national curriculum overhaul. The reforms brought several key improvements:

• a curriculum focused on three core subjects in lower primary - literacy, numeracy and life
skills;

• a thematic approach to instruction in the core subjects;
• use of a local language as the language of instruction from Primary 1 to Primary 3, with a

transition to English as the medium of instruction beginning in Primary 4;
• first literacy acquisition in a local language from Primary 1 to Primary 3;
• two hours of literacy instruction every day from Monday to Friday, and
• a competence-based assessment model with a focus on daily, continuous assessment of

learners.

The Ministry of Education and Sports' early grade reading model was developed to support 
all of these initiatives.
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Model Weekly Timetable

Below is a suggested weekly timetable for allocating your literacy lessons into the available 
periods for each strand of the thematic curriculum in Primary 2.  It is important for the Literacy 1 
and Literacy 2 lessons to follow each other as they form the basis for the Literacy Hour. The daily 
English lesson should always follow the local language literacy lessons. 

Introduction

The Assessment Model

Assessment in the Ministry of Education and Sports' early grade reading model follows the 
MoES guidelines for competency-based assessment. A competency-based model focuses on 
assessing specific skills through classroom demonstrations by individuals or small groups of 
learners.  A competency-based assessment activity should answer the question, “What can my 
learners do?”

For every literacy lesson the model provides a list of literacy competences to be taught.  The 
step in the lesson where that competence is taught or assessed is listed in parentheses behind 
the competence. This information is found on the first page of each How to Teach lesson 
template. On the following page is a sample page from the How to Teach section of this 
Teacher’s Guide with the literacy competences circled:

MODEL P2 TIMETABLE

Time / Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

8:30-9:00 Mathematics Mathematics Mathematics Mathematics Mathematics
9:00-9:30 CAPE 2: PE CAPE 2: PE CAPE 2: PE CAPE 2: PE CAPE 2: PE
9:30-10:00 Literacy 1 Literacy 1 Literacy 1 Literacy 1 Literacy 1
10:00-10:30 Literacy 2 Literacy 2 Literacy 2 Literacy 2 Literacy 2
10:30-11:00 BREAK BREAK BREAK BREAK BREAK
11:00-11:30 Oral Literature News Oral Literature News Oral Literature
11:30-12:00 English English English English English
12:00-12:30 R.E.

Free Activity
R.E. CAPE 3: Art & 

Technology
R.E.

12:30-1:00 CAPE 1:MDD CAPE 1:MDD CAPE 1:MDD
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Introduction

The MoES organises literacy competences into four areas: reading, writing, listening and 
speaking. Literacy 1 focuses on reading competences. Literacy 2 lessons are devoted to writing 
competences. Oral Literature is for developing listening competences, while the News lesson is 
for practicing speaking competences.

This model builds on the MoES competences by integrating the five Components of Literacy 
Instruction into the competences. For example, the reading competence, “Segments words 
into syllables” is also a phonemic awareness competence, while “Tells a personal story 
with meaning, expression and confidence” is a speaking competence that also provides an 
opportunity for the teacher to assess learner’s vocabulary development.

Literacy Competences

Competences
The learner:

•	 discusses concepts related to the weekly sub-theme. (Step 2)
•	 uses	the	title,	context	and	prior	knowledge	to	make	predictions	when	reading	a	

story. (Step 3)
•	 retells a story from memory. (Step 3 - Day 3 only)
•	 formulates	questions	that	might	be	answered	in	the	text.	(Step	4)
•	 reads	texts	with	increasing	fluency.	(Step	5)
•	 identifies	whether	or	not	his/her	predictions	were	correct	and	questions	were

answered.	(Step	5)
•	 responds	correctly	to	In	the	Text	Questions.	(Step	6)
•	 responds	appropriately	to	In	My	Mind	Questions.	(Step	6)

Teaching Procedure

Time Step Teacher’s Activity Learners’ Activity

2 min. 1 Getting Ready •	 Learners	sing	and	distribute	books.

3 min. 2 Discuss the Theme and 
Sub-theme

•	 Learners discuss concepts related to 
the weekly sub-theme. 

5	min. 3 Before Reading:  
Predicting and Retelling

•	 Learners	use	the	title,	context	and	prior	
knowledge	to	make	predictions.

•	 Learners retell a story from memory. 
(Day 3 only)

3 min. 4 Before Reading:  
Asking Questions •	 Learners	formulate	questions	that	

might	be	answered	in	the	text.	

12 min. 5 Reading the Story •	 Learners	read	texts	with	increasing	
fluency.	

•	 Learners	identify	whether	their	 
predictions	were	correct	and	questions	
were answered.

5	min. 6 After Reading: 
Comprehension  
Questions

•	 Learners respond correctly to In the 
Text and In my Mind Questions. 

Write the sub-theme for the 
week on the chalkboard in the 
local	language	(Step	2)

The Chalkboard

How to Teach: literacy 1 - Days 1 and 3

Introduction
On	Days	1	and	3	learners	read	a	meaningful	story	that	links	to	the	theme	and	 
sub-theme. The characters in the story are based on the ones introduced in P1.  
The	reading	competences	for	Days	1	and	3	are	focused	on	vocabulary	development,	
reading	fluency	and	comprehension.

How to Teach: Literacy 1 - Days 1 and 3

Differentiated Learning
Remedial 
How can we help learners with  
comprehension	problems?	First,	 
remember that most  
comprehension problems are linked 
to	fluency	problems.	By	addressing	
fluency	issues	you	will	help	solve	
comprehension problems. Here are a 
few ideas:

•	 Pair	struggling	readers	with	fluent	
readers	and	have	them	read	 
together	in	chorus.

•	 Give	them	P1	stories	to	read.	These	
stories are short and simple.  
Readers	struggling	with	fluency	and	
comprehension	may	have	more	
success	when	reading	simpler	text.

•	 Create	a	text	rich	environment	in	
your	classroom.	By	labelling	items	
in	the	room	and	making	a	word	tree	
or wall.

•	 Use	flash	cards	to	build	up	the	 
number	of	high	frequency	words	
they	can	identify	quickly	by	sight.

•	 Talk	to	parents	and	encourage	them	
to	give	the	child	many	 
opportunities	to	practice	reading	at	

Do More: Role Plays  
Children	love	role	plays.	Role	plays	
develop	children’s	speaking,	 
listening	and	comprehension	 
competences	and	help	develop	life	
skills	too.	Role	play	activities	are	easy	
to	integrate	into	your	CAPE	1	(Music,	
Dance and Drama) lesson plans. Here 
is a simple outline of a role play  
activity:

•	 Ask	learners	to	identify	a	story	
they’ve	learned	in	class	that	they	
want to act out in a role play.

•	 Ask	learners	to	identify	the	 
characters	and	setting	of	the	story.	
Then	ask	them	to	retell	the	actions	
in	the	story	from	beginning	to	end	
in the correct sequence.

•	 Have	learners	get	into	small	groups	
based on the number of  
participants	required	to	do	the	role	
play.	Give	groups	a	chance	to	 
practice	the	role	play	together.	

•	 Later in the same class or in the  
following	CAPE	1	lesson	for	the	
week,	ask	selected	groups	to	act	
out the story in front of the class. 

   Literacy 1 

Causes of problems between  
school and neighbourhood 
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Introduction

The MoES also recognises that the best way to assess learners’ literacy attainment is through 
continuous daily assessment. Children can easily fall behind, especially in the early stages of 
learning to read and write. Research shows that young children who don’t acquire a strong 
foundation in reading and writing early on find it very difficult to catch up later. This is 
sometimes called “The Matthew Effect,” referring to the text in the Book of Matthew that says 
that “the rich get richer and the poor get poorer.” 

It is the same with literacy. Learners who master the foundational skills of reading early on will 
continue to make positive academic gains, while learners who lag behind in literacy skills in 
P1 just grow further behind as their schooling continues. Therefore, it’s very important that 
teachers monitor learners’ performance closely in early primary and modify their teaching to 
make sure that as many learners as possible acquire the foundational literacy skills required to 
become successful readers. 

The Ministry of Education and Sports' early grade reading model encourages continuous 
assessment by building assessment activities into every lesson template. In addition, the Day 5 
lessons are specially designed so teachers can do extra assessments of learners.

It is also important for teachers to keep records of the continuous assessment data they gather 
every day. A Continuous Assessment Monitoring Form, or CAM Form for short, has been 
designed to help you with this. On the opposite page is an overview of the CAM Form with some 
of the features explained. On the next page is a large format version of the CAM Form for easier 
reading.

Matthew Effect in Reading

Ac
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t

Class

With foundational sk
ills

Without foundational skills

P1   P2    P3     P4
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Introduction

Using the CAM Form

You should keep your CAM Form with your prep book. At the beginning of each lesson, select 
five learners to assess. The CAM Form is designed so that learners’ names are in groups of five 
to make it easy for you to identify learners to assess. Select five learners for Literacy 1, five 
different learners for Literacy 2 and so on throughout the day.

If you assess five learners on a given competence every day, this is equal to 25 learners per week 
or 100 learners per month. Ideally, you should assess all of your learners at least twice for each 
competence during the term. But, it’s most important that you follow up with learners who are 
not achieving the competence.

The CAM Form uses a 3-level marking system. Here are the three levels and the symbols used to 
represent them on the CAM Form:

Level 3: The learner’s performance exceeds the competence. Symbol:
Level 2: The learner’s performance meets the competence. Symbol:
Level 1: The learner’s performance does not yet meet the competence. Symbol: /

The first time a learner is assessed they may not perform the competence adequately and 
therefore receive a ( / ). Later in the term this learner may have improved and now performs 
the competence adequately. You can add a second ( \ )to the mark so that it now shows that 
the learner is competent ( /\ ). If by chance you observe this learner again and they are now 
performing the competence exceeding well, you can add a final ( _ ) to complete the triangle.

Some learners will demonstrate a competence the first time you assess them. That is not a 
problem. Give them a ( /\ ) immediately. Some outstanding learners may even earn a  
three-sided triangle the first time you assess them. The point is that you want a majority of 
your learners to attain at least a Level 2 mark ( /\ ) by the end of the academic year for all of the 
competences on the CAM Form.

It may be difficult to record directly in the CAM Form during the lesson. Instead, you may want 
to keep records on a small sheet of paper or do all of your recording during the break time or 
after school. The important thing is to use the CAM Form every day.

End-of-Term Assessment

Continuous assessment is the most important form of classroom assessment.  But teachers can 
also benefit from end-of-term assessment of their learners.  End-of-term assessment provides a 
snapshot of the whole class’s progress at a particular point in time. It can also involve the testing 
of several competences at a time.  Therefore the Teacher’s Guide provides a set of assessments 
in reading, writing, listening and speaking that can be administered at the end of term.  See 
Week 12 of each term in the Weekly Lesson Support section for more information.
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Introduction
Reading

W
riting

Listening
Speaking

All 4 Com
petences

N
o.

N
am

e

LITERACY 1 
Reads a story with appropriate 
fluency.
Answers comprehension questions 
appropriately.
Uses vocabulary word in meaningful 
sentences.
Completes a Word or Sentence 
Structure exercise correctly.

LITERACY 2
Forms and evaluates letters with       
attention to accuracy and speed.

Spells words accurately.

Reflects on learning in journal 
appropriately.

ORAL LITERATURE
Recites a traditional text from 
memory.

Retells a story from memory.

Uses vocabulary in meaningful 
sentences.

NEWS
Greets and introduces one’s self using 
culturally appropriate norms.
Reads/tells a personal story with 
meaning, expression and confidence.

ENGLISH
Identifies and reads thematic            
vocabulary words.
Answers comprehension questions 
correctly.

Recognises sounds and letters taught.

Reads decodable words and simple 
sentences with fluency and accuracy.
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Introduction

The table below outlines the literacy competences learners are expected to demonstrate in 
Primary 2 in Literacy 1, Literacy 2, Oral Literature and News. The table indicates the type of 
competence (listening, speaking, reading and writing) and the term in which the competence is 
assessed. Competences are grouped by the five components of literacy instruction (phonemic 
awareness, alphabetic principle, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension) so you can see 
how  the abilities learners demonstrate in the continuous assessment activities link to the 
development of these key literacy skills. The lesson in which that competence is taught is 
indicated in brackets at the end of the competence.

COMPETENCES:
Term

1 2 3

PHONEMIC AWARENESS COMPETENCES

This is the ability to hear and use sounds in spoken language, including words, syllables and 
individual letter sounds. Phonemic awareness is a listening and speaking skill.

PA-1. Recites the letters in alphabetical order. (Literacy 2)
Listening

Speaking

PA-2. Recites a traditional text from memory. (Oral Literature)
Listening

Speaking

ALPHABETIC PRINCIPLE COMPETENCES

This is the understanding that words are made of letters that represent sounds. It also means 
using your knowledge of sounds to read, spell or write words.

AP-1. Identifies and combines meaningful word segments 
(morphemes) to read whole words with increasing fluency. 
(Literacy 1)

Reading

AP-2. Arranges words in alphabetical order. (Literacy 2) Reading

AP-3. Reviews letter sounds introduced in P1. (Literacy 2) Reading

AP-4. Segments words into individual sounds and syllables in order 
to spell correctly. (Literacy 2) Writing

Primary 2 Local Language Literacy Competences: Scope and Sequence
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Introduction

FLUENCY COMPETENCES

In reading this is the ability to read a text with good speed, accuracy and expression. In 
writing, the focus is on forming letters correctly with appropriate speed. Speaking skills focus 
on the ability to speak confidently, with expression and age-appropriate grammar.

F-1. Reads words and texts with increasing fluency. (Literacy 1) Reading

F-2. Forms and evaluates letters and words with attention to 
accuracy and speed. (Literacy 2) Writing

F-3. Writes his/her name with correct spelling and letter formation. 
(News) Writing

F-4. Introduces one’s self and greets the class using the appropriate 
cultural norms, including stating one’s full name. (News) Speaking

F-5. Tells a meaningful, well organised story to the class that 
demonstrates fluency of speech, appropriate expression and 
confidence. (News)

Speaking

Reading

VOCABULARY COMPETENCES

This is the ability to understand (receptive) and use (expressive) words to gain and express 
meaning. Speaking and writing skills focus more on expressive vocabulary. Listening and 
reading skills focus more on receptive vocabulary.

V-1. Identifies vocabulary words in a story. (Literacy 1) Reading

V-2. Uses vocabulary words to make meaningful sentences and 
identifies words with similar and opposite meanings. (Literacy 1)

Speaking

Reading

V-3. Identifies and uses grammatical features of the language 
correctly. (Literacy 1) Reading

V-4. Identifies and defines thematic vocabulary. (Literacy 1) Reading

V-5. Identifies vocabulary words from the story and uses them in a 
meaningful sentence. (Oral Literature)

Listening

Speaking

Reading
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Introduction

COMPREHENSION COMPETENCES

In reading, it is the ability to understand text. In writing, the focus is on composing a 
meaningful story. Listening and speaking skills focus on the ability to make accurate 
predictions about a text prior to reading and talking meaningfully about a text you have read.

Before Reading or Writing

C-1. Discusses concepts related to the weekly sub-theme. (Literacy 1) Speaking

C-2. Retells a story from memory. (Literacy 1)
Listening

Speaking

C-3. Formulates questions that might be answered in the text. 
(Literacy 1) Speaking

C-4. Plans a story that has a beginning, middle and ending together 
with the teacher. (Literacy 2) Speaking

C-5. Uses the story title, context and prior knowledge to make 
predictions about what will happen in the story. (Literacy 1 and Oral 
Literature)

Listening

Speaking

C-6. Re-tells a fiction story that has been read aloud and 
demonstrates comprehension by identifying the main characters, 
setting and action. (Oral Literature)

Listening

Speaking

C-7. Re-tells an informative story that has been read aloud and 
demonstrates comprehension by identifying the main idea of the 
story. (Oral Literature)

Listening

Speaking

C-8. Listens to the teacher model a News story. (News) Listening

During Reading or Writing

C-9. Composes a story together with the teacher. (Literacy 2) Writing

C-10. Assists the teacher in making corrections in the story’s spelling, 
grammar and meaning. (Literacy 2) Writing

C-11. Reads the story with support from the teacher.  
(Literacy 2) Reading

C-12. Listens attentively to the teacher. (Oral Literature) Listening

C-13. Uses pictures, words and sentences to represent a meaningful 
News story. (News) Writing
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Introduction

After Reading or Writing

C-14. Identifies whether or not his/her predictions were correct and 
questions were answered. (Literacy 1)

Listening

Speaking

C-15. Responds correctly to In the Text Questions.  
(Literacy 1)

Listening

Speaking

C-16. Responds appropriately to In My Mind Questions. (Literacy 1)
Listening

Speaking

C-17. Reflects on his/her learning and writes a short summary of 
what he/she has learned. (Literacy 2) Writing

C-18. Answers a guiding question related to the story.  
(Oral Literature)

Listening

Speaking

C-19. Identifies whether the story is a fiction or informative story. 
(Oral Literature)

Listening

Speaking

C-20. Demonstrates comprehension by identifying the main 
characters, setting and action in a fiction story. (Oral Literature)

Listening

Speaking

C-21. Demonstrates comprehension by identifying the main idea in 
an informative story. (Oral Literature)

Listening

Speaking

C-23. Answers In My Mind Questions about a story that has been 
read aloud. (Oral Literature)

Listening

Speaking

C-24. Listens attentively to peers and participates in small group 
activities appropriately. (News)

Listening

Speaking
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How to Teach

The How to Teach section of this Teachers’ Guide provides lesson templates to 
help you plan all of the local language literacy lessons taught each week. Each 
template is four pages long. The first two pages give you an overview of the 
entire lesson. The second two pages provide you with a detailed explanation of 
how to deliver the lesson to your learners.

There may be different dialects in your language although only one is used in 
the teacher's guide and pupil book.  This use is based on the guidance of the 
language board.  The board has reviewed and validated the orthography of 
your language , and advised how the materials should be written.  As a teacher, 
you should know the language background and learning needs of your learners.  
You are encouraged to guide the learner what other possibilities there are in 
variations of sounds, words and vocabulary in your language. 
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The heading at the top of the page tells you 
which lesson is featured.

The Introduction provides you with a brief 
overview of the lesson objectives.

The Competences describe the literacy skills 
your learners should demonstrate during 
the lesson. At the end of each competence it 
tells you which step the competence will be 
demonstrated in.

The Teaching Procedure provides you with 
a quick overview of each step in the lesson. 
The Teacher’s Activity listed here is described 
in step-by-step detail on pages 3-4 of each 
lesson.

The Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity in the 
left hand column describes how to deliver 
each step of the lesson in full detail with the 
time for each step listed. In the right hand 
column Extra Guidance is provided to help 
you understand how to deliver the step more 
effectively.

How to Teach: Overview

PAGE 1

PAGE 3

learners sing.
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The Chalkboard shows you exactly what the 
chalkboard should look like at the end of 
the lesson. 

Differentiated Learning provides you with 
suggestions for making your lessons more 
relevant for both your remedial (slow) and 
accelerated (fast) learners. 

Do Mores are additional activities that  
provide your learners with supplemental  
literacy experiences. Some Do Mores are 
designed for other areas of the curriculum 
like Creative Arts and Physical Education 
(CAPE) and Free Activity. Other Do Mores 
can support your daily literacy lessons. 
There are also Do Mores that encourage 
parent and community involvement in 
literacy.

When you see the heading WEEKLY LESSON 
SUPPORT in the Extra Guidance column it 
indicates that more information is provided 
in the Weekly Lesson Support section of the 
Teacher’s Guide that will help you deliver 
this step. 

How to Teach: Overview

PAGE 2

PAGE 4
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Competences
The learner:

• discusses concepts related to the weekly sub-theme. (Step 2)
• uses the title, context and prior knowledge to make predictions when reading a story. (Step 3)
• retells a story from memory. (Step 3 - Day 3 only)
• formulates questions that might be answered in the text. (Step 4)
• reads texts with increasing fluency. (Step 5)
• identifies whether or not his/her predictions were correct and questions were

answered. (Step 5)
• responds correctly to In the Text Questions. (Step 6)
• responds appropriately to In My Mind Questions. (Step 6)

Teaching Procedure

Time Step Teacher’s Activity Learners’ Activity

2 min. 1 Getting Ready • Learners sing and distribute books.

3 min. 2 Discuss the Theme and 
Sub-theme

• Learners discuss concepts related to the weekly
sub-theme.

5 min. 3 Before Reading:  
Predicting and Retelling

• Learners use the title, context and prior
knowledge to make predictions.

• Learners retell a story from memory. (Day 3
only)

3 min. 4 Before Reading:  
Asking Questions

• Learners formulate questions that might be
answered in the text.

12 min. 5 Reading the Story • Learners read texts with increasing
fluency.

• Learners identify whether their
predictions were correct and questions were
answered.

5 min. 6 After Reading: 
Comprehension 
Questions

• Learners respond correctly to In the Text and In
my Mind Questions.

Introduction
On Days 1 and 3 learners read a meaningful story that links to the theme and sub-theme. The 
characters in the story are based on the ones introduced in P1. The reading competences for 
Days 1 and 3 are focused on vocabulary development, reading fluency and comprehension.

How to Teach: Literacy 1 - Days 1 and 3
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Write the sub-theme for the 
week on the chalkboard in the 
local language (Step 2)

The Chalkboard

How to Teach: literacy 1 - Days 1 and 3

Differentiated Learning
Remedial 
How can we help learners with  
comprehension problems? First,  
remember that most comprehension 
problems are linked to fluency problems. 
By addressing fluency issues you will help 
solve comprehension problems. Here are 
a few ideas:

• Pair struggling readers with fluent 
readers and have them read together 
in chorus.

• Give them P1 stories to read. These 
stories are short and simple. Readers 
struggling with fluency and  
comprehension may have more  
success when reading simpler text.

• Create a text rich environment in your 
classroom. Label items in the room 
and make a word tree or word wall.

• Use flash cards to build up the number 
of high frequency words they can 
identify quickly by sight.

• Talk to parents and encourage them to 
give the learner many opportunities to 
practice reading at home. 

Do More: Role Plays  
Learners love role plays. Role plays  
develop learners’ speaking, listening and 
comprehension competences and help 
develop life skills, too. Role play activities 
are easy to integrate into your CAPE 1 
(Music, Dance and Drama) lesson plans. 
Here is a simple outline of a role play  
activity:

• Ask learners to identify a story they’ve 
learned in class that they want to act 
out in a role play.

• Ask learners to identify the  
characters and setting of the story. 
Then ask them to retell the actions in 
the story from beginning to end in the 
correct sequence (order).

• Have learners get into small groups 
based on the number of  
participants required to do the role 
play. Give groups a chance to practice 
the role play together. 

• Later in the same class, or in the  
following CAPE 1 lesson for the week, 
ask selected groups to act out the 
story in front of the class. 

              Literacy 1 
 

Causes of problems between  
school and neighbourhood 
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How to Teach: Literacy 1 - Days 1 and 3

Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity Extra Guidance
Step 1: Getting Ready (5 minutes)
a. Sing a song to signal the beginning of the

literacy Hour as selected learners distribute the
books.

b. Prepare the chalkboard and lesson inputs as
learners sing.

Train learners to distribute the books 
quickly and quietly. Rotate the  
responsibility so all learners get a chance 
to pass out books. 

Step 2: Discuss the Theme and Sub-theme 
(3 minutes)
a. Tell learners the theme for the week. Read the

sub-theme for the week from the chalkboard.
b. Ask learners to share what they know about the

sub-theme.
c. Ask learners the thematic question found in

the Teacher’s Guide. Discuss their answers and
expand upon them as time permits. Link to the
day’s story when appropriate.

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT: 
A thematic question is provided in the 
Weekly Lesson Support section of this 
Teacher’s Guide.

Remember that learners come to school 
with knowledge they have acquired at 
home. Recognise and appreciate the 
knowledge and skills of your learners. 
This will give them confidence to learn 
new things.

Step 3: Before Reading - Predicting and 
Retelling (5 minutes)
a. Read the title of the story. On Day 1 go

immediately to Step 3b. On Day 3 ask learners
to remember what happened in the Pupil Book
story on Day 1 and retell the story to the whole
class.

b. Ask learners to look at the illustration in the
Pupil Book and share what they see.

c. Ask learners to predict what the story might
be about and share their predictions with their
neighbours.

d. Ask learners to share their predictions with the
whole class.

e. Summarise the learners’ predictions for the
whole class.

Predicting and retelling are both 
important comprehension skills in 
reading.

Predicting actively engages learners in 
the reading process. It also encourages 
them to monitor their comprehension as 
they read.

Retelling requires learners to focus on 
the bigger picture of the story and  
allows the teacher to see how well 
a learner understands the story as a 
whole. 

If learners are having trouble making 
predictions, help them out by modelling 
both a good and bad prediction about 
a story. Learners will enjoy identifying 
which is the good prediction and which 
is the bad prediction.
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How to Teach: Literacy 1 - Days 1 and 3

Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity Extra Guidance

Step 4: Before Reading - Asking Questions  
(3 minutes.)
a. Ask learners the guiding question found in the 

Teacher’s Guide or create another guiding  
question of your own. 

b. Ask learners to talk to their neighbours and think 
of another question that might be answered in 
the story.

c. Ask learners to share their questions with the  
class.

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
A guiding question for each story is 
provided in the Weekly Lesson Support 
section of this Teacher’s Guide.

Asking questions about a story helps 
motivate learners to read with  
comprehension. 

Step 5: Read the Story (9 minutes)
a. Tell learners to read the story silently first.
b. Read the story aloud to the learners while they 

listen and track the words in their books with 
their fingers.

c. After reading the story, ask learners if their  
predictions were correct and their questions 
were answered. Discuss.

d. Read the story phrase by phrase while the class 
repeats each phrase in chorus.

e. Read the whole story with the class as they read 
along with you in chorus.

f. Ask learners to read the story to each other in 
pairs. Move around the room listening to  
learners read.

g. Ask selected learners to read aloud to the whole 
class as time permits. Mark in the CAM Form. 

It is important that learners use their 
fingers to track their reading in early 
primary. It helps the learner to keep 
their eyes focused and moving in the 
right direction. It also helps the teacher 
identify learners who are having reading 
problems.

Don’t forget Step 5c. After making 
predictions and asking questions in 
Steps 3-4 learners need to evaluate their 
predictions and answer the questions 
they posed. 

Step 6: After Reading - Comprehension  
Questions (5 minutes)
a. Ask the In the Text Question found in the 

Teacher’s Guide.
b. Ask the In My Mind Question found in the 

Teacher’s Guide.
c. Assess selected learners’ comprehension as 

they answer the questions. Mark in the CAM 
Form.

d. Ask learners to predict what might happen next 
in the story. (IMPORTANT NOTE: You will use 
these predictions to compose a class story in the 
Literacy 2 lesson that immediately follows this 
lesson, so be sure to remember them.)

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
The In the Text and In My Mind  
Questions are found in the Weekly  
Lesson Support section.

In the Text Questions: These are literal 
questions. The answers are “right there” 
in the text. Learners can point to the 
answer.

In My Mind Questions: These questions 
are inferential and evaluative. Learners 
must use their prior knowledge to  
answer these types of questions. 
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Competences 
 
The learner:

• reads words with increasing fluency. (Step 2)
• identifies vocabulary words in a story. (Step 2)
• uses vocabulary words to make meaningful sentences and identifies words with similar and 

opposite meanings. (Step 3)
• identifies and combines meaningful word segments (morphemes) to read whole words with 

increasing fluency. (Step 4 – Day 2)
• identifies and uses grammatical features of the language correctly. (Step 4 – Day 4) 

 

Teaching Procedure

Time  Step Teacher’s 
Activity Learners’ Activity

 5 min. 1 Getting Ready •  Learners sing and distribute books.

 5 min. 2 Our Vocabulary 
Words

• Learners read words with increasing fluency. 
• Learners identify vocabulary words in a story. 

10 min. 3 Word Exploration • Learners use vocabulary words to make meaningful 
sentences and identify similar and opposite words. 

10 min. 4 Word Structures 
(Day 2)

• Learners identify and combine meaningful word 
segments (morphemes) to read whole words with 
increasing fluency. 

10 min. 4 Sentence  
Structures  
(Day 4)

• Learners identify and use grammatical  
features of the language correctly.

Introduction
On Days 2 and 4 the reading lesson encourages learners to discover how their language is 
constructed. On Day 2 learners explore morphemes (the smallest meaningful units of  
language) and learn how to use morphemes to change the meaning of words. On Day 4 
learners look at how sentences are constructed and discover the rules of grammar they use 
every day when they speak. Developing an understanding of how language works at the word 
and sentence level supports the development of learners’ vocabulary and comprehension 
competences.  

How to Teach: Literacy 1 - Days 2 & 4 How to Teach: Literacy 1 - Days 2 & 4
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The vocabulary words 
(Step 2)

The Chalkboard

Differentiated Learning
Remedial

For learners who are having difficulties 
in reading the week’s vocabulary words, 
create flash cards with one vocabulary 
word on each card. Learners can practice 
reading these cards in their free time. 
They can challenge themselves to read 
the words as fast as possible. They can  
create sentences using the word on the 
flash card. They can make up games 
where they compete against each other 
to read the word first. Learners can also 
take the flashcards home and practice 
them with their parents.

Accelerated

Challenge the learners who excel at 
grammar activities to come up with more 
examples of the word structure and  
sentence structure activities for the week 
in their free time.

Do More: Chalkboard Word Game 
 
This is a fun game to play with the whole 
class. Learners must figure out a word by 
guessing the letters. Here are the rules:

• Think of a simple word.
• Count the number of letters in the 

word and make a blank space for each 
letter on the chalkboard.

• Learners take turns guessing a letter 
they think might be in the word. 

• If the letter the learner says is found in 
the word, fill that letter in all the  
correct spaces. 

• If the learner says a letter that is not in 
the word, write the incorrect  
letter to the side and draw one part 
of an animal. Start with the body. Add 
the head, eyes, ears and mouth. Add 
four legs and finish with the tail.

• Continue until the learners figure out 
the word.

• If you draw the tail then the game is 
over and the learners have lost! Show 
the learners the correct word.

How to Teach: Literacy 1 - Days 2 & 4

Word or Sentence Structure 
exercise (Step 4)

                Literacy 1 
 

 neighbourhood      theft 
 

 quarrel             fight 
 

 swearing      trespassing 
 

             
 teach       teach-er        teacher 
 

             work         work-er         worker 
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How to Teach: Literacy 1 - Days 2 and 4

Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity Extra Guidance

Step 1: Getting Ready (5 minutes)
a. Sing a song to signal the beginning of the  

literacy hour as selected learners distribute the 
books.

b. Prepare the chalkboard and lesson inputs as 
learners sing.

Make bookmarks with pieces of manila 
to help learners find the correct page. 
Have learners move the bookmark 
every day. 

Step 2: Discuss the Theme and Sub-theme  
(3 minutes)
a. Ask learners to watch you as you read each  

vocabulary word aloud from the chalkboard. 
Move your finger or pointer under each word as 
you read it aloud. Repeat 1-2 times.

b. Ask learners to find the first vocabulary word in 
the book and read the word with you while they 
point with their fingers. Repeat with the other 
words.

c. Ask learners to read each word aloud to a 
partner. Move around the room and assess 
individual learners’ progress in reading words 
with fluency. 

d. Ask learners to work in pairs to find the  
vocabulary words in the week’s story. 

Your learners will encounter words they 
can’t read every day. This step gives 
you the opportunity to model how to 
decode an unfamiliar word. 

Select one of the six vocabulary words 
and pretend you are having trouble 
reading it. Demonstrate how you blend 
the letters and syllables to read the 
word. 

Step 3: Word Exploration (10 minutes)
a. Return to the first vocabulary word and model 

for learners the word exploration process: Start 
by reading the word. Then use the word in a 
meaningful sentence. Finally, try to give  
another word that means the same and/or a 
word that means the opposite. 

b. Do the same word exploration process with the 
second and third words as a whole class. 

c. Ask learners to work in pairs to follow the word 
exploration process with the last three words.

d. Ask selected learners to share the word  
exploration process for the last three words 
with the whole class. Assess and mark in the 
CAM Form. 

The word exploration process has 3 
steps:

1. Read the word.
2. Use the word in a meaningful  

sentence.
3. Find another word that means the 

same or the opposite.
It may be difficult to move through this 
process for all six vocabulary words in 
10 minutes, especially early in the year.  
Do as many words as you can in 10 
minutes.
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How to Teach: Literacy 1 - Days 2 and 4

Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity Extra Guidance
Step 4: Word Structure, Day 2 (10 minutes)
a. Write the first Word Structure exercise on the 

chalkboard. 
b. Read the different segments, pointing out the 

meaning of each part as learners listen.
c. Ask learners to read aloud the first Word  

Structure exercise together with you. They 
should read from their books, tracking the 
words with their fingers.

d. Tell learners to read the exercise to each other 
in pairs, tracking the words with their fingers.

e. Repeat with the second and third Word  
Structure exercises.

f. When you have completed all three Word 
Structure exercises, write the Word Structure 
Application exercises on the chalkboard. Have  
learners complete the exercise independently.  

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
Word Structure Application exercises 
are provided in the Weekly Lesson  
Support section of this Teacher’s 
Guide. 

On Day 2 this step takes words and 
breaks them down into smaller  
meaningful segments (morphemes). 
This helps learners discover the  
meanings of these word parts, which 
supports comprehension skills. It also 
helps learners recognise the meaningful 
units as part of a whole word, which  
increases reading fluency and spelling 
skills.

Step 4: Sentence Structure, Day 4  
(10 minutes)
a. Write the first Sentence Structure exercise on 

the chalkboard. 
b. Read the different sentences, pointing out the 

meaning of each part as learners listen.
c. Ask learners to read aloud the first Sentence 

Structure exercise together with you. They 
should read from their books, tracking the 
words with their fingers.

d. Tell learners to read the exercise to each other 
in pairs, tracking the words with their fingers.

e. Repeat with the second and third Sentence 
Structure exercises.

f. When you have completed all three Sentence 
Structure exercises, write the Sentence  
Structure Application on the chalkboard. Have 
learners complete the exercise independently. 

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT: Sentence 
Structure Application exercises are 
provided in the Weekly Lesson Support 
section of this Teacher’s Guide. 

On Day 4 the Sentence Structure activity 
looks at sentences to explore  
grammatical features of the language. 
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How to Teach: Literacy 1 - Day 5

Competences

The learner:

• retells a story from memory. (Step 2)
• reads texts with increasing fluency. (Step 2)
• identifies and defines thematic vocabulary. (Step 3)
• identifies and combines meaningful word segments (morphemes) to read whole words with 

increasing fluency. (Step 4)
• identifies and uses grammatical features of the language correctly. (Step 5)

Teaching Procedure

Time  Step Teacher’s 
Activity  Learners’ Activity

 5 min. 1 Getting Ready • Learners sing a song.
 10 min. 2 Read the Story • Learners retell a story from memory.

• Learners read texts with increasing fluency. 

 5 min. 3 Vocabulary  
Assessment

• Learners identify and define thematic vocabulary. 

 5 min. 4 Word Structure  
Assessment

• Learners identify and combine meaningful word 
segments (morphemes) to read whole words with 
increasing fluency. 

5 min. 5 Sentence Structure  
Assessment

• Learners identify and use grammatical features of 
the language correctly.

Introduction
During Literacy 1 on Day 5 you will have an opportunity to assess learners on four of the five 
components of literacy instruction: 1) retelling a story from memory (comprehension);  
2) reading aloud (alphabetic principle and fluency); 3) using vocabulary words appropriately 
(vocabulary); 4) using morphemes to change the meaning of words (vocabulary and  
comprehension); and 5) using grammatical features correctly (comprehension). Try to assess 
between 5-10 learners during the lesson and mark the results in the CAM Form. 
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How to Teach: Literacy 1 - Day 5

Word Structure  
Assessment (Step 4)

The Chalkboard

Differentiated Learning
Remedial 
Learners are expected to recite the 
traditional text from memory by the end 
of the week. Here is how you can help 
learners who struggle to master this 
competence:

• Encourage them to recite the  
traditional text in their free time, 
aloud if possible. This way, they hear 
the words as they say them. If that 
isn’t possible, they can repeat the text 
silently to themselves.

• Encourage learners to demonstrate 
their mastery of the traditional text at 
home to their family.

 
Accelerated 
Select fluent readers to read the weekly 
story aloud to the class as part of the Day 
5 lesson. This motivates fluent readers 
and provides good role models for  
struggling readers. You should also try to 
provide fluent readers with extra books 
and other reading materials that they can 
take home and read with their families.

Do More: Acrostic Poems 
Acrostic poems are a good introduction 
to poetry in P2. They can be illustrated, 
so they are an appropriate activity for 
CAPE 3 (Art and Technology). In an  
acrostic poem a letter from each line 
spells out a word or phrase that can 
be read vertically. To create an acrostic 
poem, follow these five easy steps:

1. Select the word you what to write 
about.

2. Write your word down vertically.
3. Brainstorm words or phrases that   

describe your word.
4. Place your brainstormed words or 

phrases on the lines that begin with 
the same letters.

5. Fill in the rest of the lines to create a 
poem. 

Here is a simple acrostic poem written by 
a woman named Mary about herself: 
 
Merciful 
Active 
Realistic 
Youthful 
 
Once learners have written their acrostic 
poems, they can illustrate them, too.

Sentence Strucutre  
Assessment (Step 5) 

     Literacy 1 
 

 teach        teach-er        teacher 
 

 walk          _______        _______ 
 

 play          _______        _______ 
 
 I am teaching.   I am not teaching. 
 

 I am walking.    ________________ 
 

 I am playing.    _________________ 
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How to Teach: Literacy 1 - Day 5

Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity Extra Guidance

Step 1: Getting Ready (5 minutes)
a. Guide learners to sing a reading song to signal 

the beginning of the literacy hour as selected 
learners distribute the books.

b. Prepare the chalkboard and other lesson inputs 
as learners sing. 

Always sing the same song to begin 
the Literacy 1 lesson. This routine will 
help learners mentally prepare for the 
lesson.

Step 2: Read the Whole Story (10 minutes)
a. Ask selected learners to retell this week’s story 

in full. 
b. Read the story aloud once as learners listen and 

track with their fingers. 
c. Read the story together with the learners once.
d. Ask learners to read the story to each other in 

pairs. 
e. Ask individual learners to read selected  

sentences from the story to the whole class.  
Assess and mark in the CAM Form. 

Marking the CAM Form:

Level 3: Reads the text with no mistakes 
and excellent fluency and expression. 

Level 2: Reads the text with a few  
mistakes and good fluency and  
expression.
 
Level 1: Reads the text with many  
mistakes and poor fluency and  
expression.

Step 3: Vocabulary Assessment (5 minutes)
a. Remind learners of the week’s theme and  

sub-theme. Ask them to explain what the  
picture tells them about this thematic topic.

b. Ask learners to look at the picture and find all 
of the vocabulary words that they can.  

c. As they find a picture of a word, write the word 
on the chalkboard. Ask individual learners to 
use the word in a meaningful sentence. Assess 
and mark in the CAM Form. 

Marking the CAM Form:

Level 3: The learner’s sentence  
creatively demonstrates the meaning of 
the vocabulary word. 

Level 2: The learner’s sentence uses the 
vocabulary word correctly.
 
Level 1: The learner’s sentence does 
not convey the correct meaning of the 
vocabulary word.
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How to Teach: Literacy 1 - Day 5

Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity Extra Guidance
Step 4: Word Structure Assessment  
(5 minutes)
a. Write the first Word Structure exercise in the 

Pupil Book on the chalkboard. 
b. Read the different segments, pointing out the 

meaning of each part as learners listen.
c. Ask learners to open the Pupil Book and read 

aloud the first Word Structure exercise together 
with you. They should read from their books, 
tracking the words with their fingers.

d. Write the second Word Structure Application 
exercise on the board. Ask an individual learner 
to complete the structure using the pattern 
they learned this week. 

e. Write the correct answer on the chalkboard. 
Read the answer on your own and then with  
learners. Ask the same learner if they can think 
of another example that uses the same word 
structure. Assess and mark in the CAM Form.

f. Repeat steps d. and e. with the third structure.  

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
The answers to the Word Structure  
Assessment can be found in the Weekly 
Lesson Support section.

Marking the CAM Form:

Level 3: The learner completes the Word 
Structure Application exercise correctly 
and independently provides another 
example that uses the same word 
structure.

Level 2: The learner completes the Word 
Structure Application exercise correctly. 
 
 

Level 1: The learner is unable to  
complete the Word Structure  
Application exercise on their own.

Step 5: Sentence Structure Assessment  
(5 min.)
a. Write the first Sentence Structure exercise on 

the chalkboard. 
b. Read the two different sentences, pointing out 

the meaning of each as learners listen.
c. Ask learners to read aloud the first Sentence 

Structure exercise together with you. 
d. Ask learners to read the second Sentence 

Structure exercise silently as you read it aloud. 
Ask an individual learner to construct the 
new sentence using the grammatical feature 
of the week. Ask the learner if they can think 
of another example using the same sentence 
structure. Assess and mark in the CAM Form.

e. Repeat the second Sentence Structure exercise 
aloud to learners, saying it correctly.

f. Repeat steps d. and e. with the third  
exercise. 

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
The answers to the Sentence Structure 
Assessment can be found in the Weekly 
Lesson Support section.

Marking the CAM Form:

Level 3: The learner completes the 
Sentence Structure Application correctly 
and independently provides another 
example that uses the same  
sentence structure.

Level 2: The learner completes the 
Sentence Structure Application exercise 
correctly.

Level 1: The learner is unable to  
complete the exercise.
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Competences

The learner:

• recites letters in alphabetical order. (Step 1)
• plans a story that has a beginning, middle and ending together with the teacher. (Step 2)
• composes a story together with the teacher. (Step 3)
• assists the teacher in making corrections in the story’s spelling, grammar and meaning.  

(Step 4)
• reads the story with support from the teacher. (Step 5)

Teaching Procedure

Time  Step Teacher’s 
Activity  Learners’ Activity

1 min. 1 Alphabet  
Song/Chant

• Learners recite letters in alphabetical order. 

10 min. 2 Plan the Story • Learners plan a story that has a beginning, middle 
and ending together with the teacher. 

7 min. 3 Write the Story • Learners write a story that has a beginning, middle 
and ending together with the teacher. 

5 min. 4 Make Corrections 
to the Story

• Learners assist the teacher in making corrections in 
spelling, grammar and meaning. 

7 min. 5 Read the Story • Learners read the story with support from the 
teacher. 

Introduction
On Days 1 and 3 of Literacy 2 learners focus on the creative components of writing. With the 
teacher’s support, learners plan and compose an original story. They identify the characters, 
setting and action and then compose four sentences that represent the beginning, middle 
and ending of the story. The teacher also models revising a story. Learners read the story with 
the teacher and independently. 

How to Teach: Literacy 2 - Days 1 and 3
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How to Teach: Literacy 2 - Days 1 and 3

The Chalkboard

Differentiated Learning
Remedial 
Learners with sensory impairments need 
special attention. Begin by being  
observant. Some sight problems can be 
identified simply by looking closely at a 
learner’s eyes. Learners will give other 
clues as you observe them. They may 
squint frequently or hold a text very close 
to their face. Learners with hearing  
problems may seem inattentive or  
unresponsive in class. After  
identifying learners with impairments, 
contact parents and district officials for 
follow up. Other suggestions: 

• Seat the learner to optimise the 
• impaired sense. Closeness to the 

teacher,  
chalkboard and appropriate lighting 
are issues to consider.

• Pair a disabled learner with an  
able-bodied learner who can provide 
support.

• Visually impaired learners may need 
paper with bold lines when writing. 
Modify the size of text on the  
chalkboard and create books and work 
cards with big text.

Do More: Book Making

It is important to give learners an  
opportunity to read a variety of texts. 
When learners read books independently 
they develop an appreciation for  
reading. In Uganda we have few  
storybooks in local languages, so  
teachers need to make their own books 
for the classroom. Each week you are 
composing stories with your learners in 
Literacy 2 Days 2 and 4. Use these texts 
to create classroom books. After the  
lesson, copy the story into your prep 
book. Later, you can turn these stories 
into books or charts that learners can 
read in their free time or at a Book  
Corner during Free Activity.  
Here are some different types of  
teacher-made books:

• Manila cover and stationery pages 
(glued together, stapled or tied)

• Binder with pages added each week
• Exercise books with special cover
• Photo albums with text and  

drawings inserted instead of photos
• Wall chart stories

The 4 - sentence story  
composed by the class  
(Steps 2-5)

  Literacy 2 
 
 

 Cows in the classroom 
 

         Tom and Mary were walking to church.  
         They saw two cows in their school classroom! 
         They chased them away. The cows were  
         eating children’s books and papers! 
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
Step 1: Alphabet Song/Chant (1 minute)
a. Sing/chant all the letters of the alphabet to  

signal the writing portion of the literacy hour. 

This step is very brief. The song/chant 
signals to learners that the first half of 
the literacy hour (reading) is over and it 
is time to begin the writing half of the 
literacy hour.

Step 2: Plan the Story, Day 1 (10 minutes)
a. Tell learners that they are going to write a  

creative writing story together as a class. The 
story they write together will be based on the 
predictions they just made in Literacy 1 about 
what will happen next in the Pupil Book story. 

b. Summarise the predictions learners made about 
the Pupil Book story during Literacy 1. Decide on 
the prediction they most want to write about as 
a class.

c. Discuss and plan what will happen at the  
beginning of the creative writing story (one 
idea), in the middle of the story (two ideas)  
and at the end of the story (one idea).

d. When you have planned the creative writing 
story to learners’ satisfaction, retell the story in 
full, emphasising the main ideas.

During the planning stage of writing  
the teacher and learners tell their  
creative  writing story aloud without 
writing anything on the chalkboard. 
 

If the planning step is done well, the 
other steps in this lesson will fall into 
place much easier. Take the time to 
talk through the different ideas for the 
creative writing story and encourage 
participation from as many learners as 
possible. 
 
It is helpful to have the outline of a 
possible story in your mind before you 
begin the lesson, especially early in the 
year when this step is new to learners. 
If learners are struggling, you can model 
the planning process for them. After a 
few weeks they will begin to understand 
what is required of them and take over 
the planning process.

How to Teach: Literacy 2 - Days 1 and 3
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
Step 3: Write the Story (7 minutes)
a. Read the title of the story and ask learners to 

suggest a good first sentence. After listening to  
2-3 suggestions pick the best sentence and write 
it on the chalkboard.

b. Ask learners, “What happens next?” Have them 
suggest 2 sentences that summarise the two 
middle ideas you discussed. Select the best  
sentences and write them on the chalkboard.

c. Tell learners, “Now let’s end our story with a 
final sentence.” Again, take 2-3 sentence  
suggestions that summarise the ending idea 
from your planning step. Write the final sen-
tence that you and the class like best. 

As you write the words and sentences 
of your story on the chalkboard it is 
important that you say the words aloud 
as you write. 
You should also use the Think Aloud 
method as you write. Here are some  
examples of what you might think 
aloud:
• “I am starting a new sentence. That 

means I need to capitalize the first 
letter.”

• “It is the end of the sentence so let 
me put a full stop here.”

Step 4: Make Corrections to the Story (5 min.)
a. Say the first letter, syllable or word aloud 2-3 

times and tell learners to write it in their books.
b. After learners have finished, write the correct 

answer on the chalkboard. Tell learners to check 
to see if their answer is the same as the one on 
the chalkboard.

c. Continue with more letters, syllables or words as 
time permits.

Here is a sample think aloud for Step 4: 

• “Let me check and see if I put all of 
my capital letters at the beginning of 
the sentences and full stops at the 
end of the sentences. Oh! I forgot 
one.”

Step 5: Read the Story (7 minutes)
a. Ask learners to listen as you read the story aloud 

to them, tracking the text with a pointer. Read 
with meaning and fluency 2 times. 

b. Ask learners to read the story together with you. 
Repeat 1-2 times.

c. Read the story together with small groups of 
learners.

d. Select 3-5 learners to come up to the  
chalkboard and read the story independently. 
Assess these learners and mark in the CAM 
Form under Literacy 1 (reading fluency). 

Marking the CAM Form: 
 

Level 3: Reads the story with no  
mistakes and excellent fluency and 
expression. 
 
Level 2: Reads the story with a few  
mistakes and good fluency and  
expression. 
 
Level 1: Reads the story with many  
mistakes and poor fluency and  
expression.

How to Teach: Literacy 2 - Days 1 and 3
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Competences

The learner:

• recites the letters in alphabetical order. (Step 1 )
• reviews letter sounds introduced in P1. (Step 2)
• forms and evaluates letters and words with attention to accuracy and speed. (Step 3)
• segments words into individual sounds and syllables in order to spell correctly. (Step 4) 
• reflects on his/her learning and writes a short summary of what he/she has learned. (Step 5)

Teaching Procedure

Time  Step Teacher’s 
Activity  Learners’ Activity

2 min. 1 Alphabet  
Song/Chant

• Learners recite the letters in alphabetical order. 

3 min. 2 Breaking and 
Making

• Learners review letter sounds introduced in P1 by 
breaking down and building up words that feature 
the review sound. 

10 min. 3 Handwriting 
Practice

• Learners form and evaluate letters and words with 
attention to legibility and speed. 

10 min. 4 Spelling Practice • Learners segment words into individual sounds and 
syllables in order to spell correctly. 

5 min. 5 Learning Journal • Learners reflect on their learning and write a short 
summary of what they have learned. 

Introduction
Learners develop their concept of alphabetical order in the Literacy Day 2 and 4 lessons. They 
also continue to refine and improve their handwriting skills with an emphasis on improving 
speed, accuracy and the ability to evaluate their own handwriting. Spelling is another focus 
on Days 2 and 4. Finally, learners write in a Learning Journal. The Journal is designed to  
encourage reflection and independent writing skills. It is also an excellent tool for the teacher 
to communicate directly with individual learners about their literacy progress.

How to Teach: Literacy 2 - Days 2 and 4
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How to Teach: Literacy 2 - Days 2 and 4

The Chalkboard

Breaking and Making 
(Step 2)

Differentiated Learning

Remedial 
Learners who struggle with spelling are 
likely to have problems in segmenting 
words. Encourage learners who have 
trouble with spelling to first segment 
the word they are going to spell into its 
syllables. Then take one syllable at a time 
and repeat the syllable aloud while  
listening carefully. Segment the syllable 
into its individual sounds. Write down 
each sound and then continue to the 
next syllable.

Accelerated 
The Learning Journals are an excellent 
way for you to communicate with your 
learners, but especially advanced  
learners because they are able to read 
and write at a higher level. Use the 
Journal to motivate and challenge these 
learners. Give them extra challenges or 
puzzles to solve. Ask them questions and 
encourage them to write to you about 
their interests and challenges in school. 

Do More: Spelling Contests

Spelling contests give learners a chance 
to practice spelling in a fun, competitive 
game. Select 20 learners to line up in the 
front of the class. Move from left to right 
asking each learner to spell a word. If a  
learner is unable to spell the word  
correctly, they return to their seat. 
Continue until only one learner remains 
standing. Here is the procedure to follow 
during the contest: 

• Teacher says the word aloud to the 
learner.

• The learner repeats the word aloud 
to the teacher to make sure they have 
understood it correctly.

• When the learner says the word  
correctly they should then try to spell 
it. Give a time limit of 1 minute. 

• When the learner has finished spelling 
the word he/she should say the whole 
word aloud one more time to indicate 
he/she are done.

• The Teacher either indicates the word 
is spelled correctly or tells the learner 
the word has not been spelled  
correctly and asks the learner to be 
seated.

Handwriting Practice 
(Step 3)

Spelling Practice 
(Step 4)

    Literacy 2 
 

     M m 
     man      m 
     m  an    m  an 
     m        man 
 

a a m n e m n 
 

 

m 
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
Step 1: Alphabet Song/Chant (2 minutes)
• Sing/chant all of the letters of the alphabet to 

signal the writing portion of the Literacy Hour. 

Refer to the first page of the Pupil Book 
for the correct alphabet with the letters 
in the proper order. 

Step 2: Breaking and Making (3 minutes)
a. Show learners the review letter sound for the 

day. Write the big and small form of the letter on 
the chalkboard. Remind learners of the name of 
the letter and the sound the letter makes.

b. Write the word from the Teacher’s Guide that 
contains the letter sound on the chalkboard.

c. Break the word down as outlined in the Weekly 
Lesson Support section, and then build the word 
back up.

d. Have the learners repeat the break down and 
build up process with you.

e. Call on selected learners to break down and 
build up the word on their own.

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT: A sample 
Breaking and Making word is provided 
in the Weekly Lesson Support section of 
this Teacher’s Guide.

The Breaking and Making activity is 
designed to review the letter sounds 
introduced in P1 by identifying the  
letter sound in a specific word. Here is 
an example for the letter f. 
 
F f

finish           f

fi                  fi

f                   finish

Step 3: Handwriting Practice (10 minutes)
a. Introduce the letter for the day in both its capital 

and small form. Tell learners both the name and 
sound of the letter.

b. Air write the capital form as learners watch. 
Then air write the letter together with learners. 

c. Write the capital letter on the chalkboard  
using the four guiding lines as learners watch.  
Have learners write a line of capital letters in 
their exercise books using the four guiding lines. 
Ask them to self-evaluate their writing with a  
partner.

d. Follow steps b. to d. with the small letter for the 
day.

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
Letters, syllables and words for  
handwriting practice are provided in the 
Weekly Lesson Support section of this  
Teacher’s Guide.

Try giving learners who are having 
difficulties managing correct letter 
formation slates and chalk before they 
use their exercise books. Let them write 
the letters as big as they want and don’t 
worry about the four guiding lines.

How to Teach: Literacy 2 - Days 2 and 4
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
e. Write the first word for handwriting practice 

on the chalkboard using the four guiding lines 
as learners watch. Have learners copy the word 
three times in their exercise books using the  
guiding lines. Do the same with the other word. 
Ask learners to evaluate their handwriting with a 
partner.

f. Move around the room assessing learners’  
handwriting posture, pencil grip and letter 
formation. Mark in the CAM Form for selected 
learners. 

Remind remedial learners to continue 
practicing the letter formation exercises 
during their free time at home.

Step 4: Spelling Practice (10 minutes)
a. Ask learners to turn to a clean sheet of exercise 

paper. Erase the handwriting words from the 
chalkboard.

b. Say the first word (Term 1) or sentence  
(Terms 2-3) aloud slowly. Repeat 2-3 times. Tell 
learners to write the word/sentence in their 
exercise book. When most learners are finished, 
write the word/sentence on the chalkboard and 
tell learners to check their work and make  
corrections. 

c. Move around the room assessing learners’  
spelling and handwriting.

d. Repeat with the second word/sentence. 

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
Suggested spelling words or sentences 
are provided in the Weekly Lesson  
Support section of this Teacher’s Guide. 

Assess your learners’ spelling  
performance and modify your spelling 
practice assignment accordingly.

Step 5: Learning Journal (5 minutes)
a. Ask learners to write one thing that they have 

learned today during the literacy hour in their 
Learning Journal exercise books.

Collect selected Learning Journals after 
each lesson and write supportive  
comments to encourage your learners.

How to Teach: Literacy 2 - Days 2 and 4
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Competences

The learner:

• recites letters in alphabetical order and arranges words in alphabetical order.  
(Steps 1 and 2)

• forms letters with attention to legibility and speed. (Step 3)
• segments words into individual sounds and syllables in order to spell correctly.  

(Step 4) 
• reflects on his/her learning and writes a short summary of what he/she has learned. (Step 5)

Teaching Procedure

Time  Step Teacher’s 
Activity  Learners’ Activity

2 min. 1 Alphabet  
Song/Chant

• Learners recite letters in alphabetical order. 

3 min. 2 Alphabet Game • Learners identify letters in the alphabet by name 
and sound. 

10 min. 3 Handwriting 
Assessment

• Learners form letters with attention to legibility 
and speed. 

10 min. 4 Spelling 
Assessment

• Learners segment words into individual sounds 
and syllables in order to spell correctly. 

5 min. 5 Learning Journal • Learners reflect on their learning and write a short 
summary of what they have learned.

Introduction
During Literacy 2 on Day 5 you will have an opportunity to assess learners on the following 
writing competences: 1) understanding alphabetical order (alphabetic principle);  
2) handwriting (fluency); 3) spelling (alphabetic principle); and 4) creative writing (vocabulary 
and comprehension). In Literacy 2 you can collect learners’ work at the end of the lesson and 
mark results in the CAM Form.

How to Teach: Literacy 2 - Day 5
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How to Teach: Literacy 2 - Day 5

The Chalkboard

Handwriting  
Assessment (Step 3)

Differentiated Learning

Remedial 
How can you help learners in your class 
who have handwriting problems?

• #1 suggestion: Lots of extra practice!
• Write the patterns and letters in the 

learner’s exercise book in pencil for 
the learner to trace.

• Encourage learners to write letters and 
words in the sand using their finger or 
a stick during breaktime.

• Keep families informed. Encourage 
families to have the learner help with 
food preparation to develop fine    
motor skills. Weaving mats helps fine 
motor skills, too.

 

Accelerated 
What can you do to challenge the  
superior spellers in your class? One 
suggestion is to include a bonus spelling 
word on the Friday spelling test. Spelling 
the word isn’t required, but those who 
spell it correctly get a bonus point.

Do More: Clay Models 
 
Another CAPE 3 (Art and Technology) 
activity you can do that supports learners’ 
story comprehension is the creation of 
clay models and dioramas. A diorama is a 
model that represents a scene with  
three-dimensional figures. Choose an 
Oral Literature story that has a rich set of 
characters and interesting settings. In your 
CAPE 3 lesson have learners create clay 
models of all the characters. 

When the models are dry, have learners 
work in groups to create dioramas for each 
of the settings in the story. Learners enjoy 
making dioramas because they have to use 
their imagination to create a setting using 
locally available resources to represent 
real life objects. For example, a stick can 
become a tree and an old Blue Band 
container turned upside down can become 
a hut. When the dioramas are complete, 
learners will enjoy making plays from the 
story using the clay models.

      Literacy 2 
 

             
 

m 
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
Step 1: Alphabet Song/Chant (2 minutes)
a. Sing/chant all the letters of the alphabet to  

signal the writing portion of the literacy hour. 

Every learner should get out a pencil 
and exercise book in preparation for this 
lesson.

Step 2: Alphabet Game (3 minutes)
a. Play the Alphabet Game with learners. The game 

changes each term, as outlined below: 
 
Term 1

• Learners say the letters of the alphabet in order. 
(Learners can use their books.)

• Teacher says a letter.
• Learners find the letter in the book. Learners say 

its name and sound.
Term 2
• Learners say the letters of the alphabet in order, 

but without using the book.
• Learners open the book and teacher says a letter.
• Learners find the letter in the book. They say the 

name of letter, then the letters before and after 
the named letter.

Term 3
• Learners say the letters of the alphabet in order 

from memory.
• Teacher says a letter and learners say the names 

of letters before and after the named letter, also 
from memory. 

Think of other games to test your  
learners’ knowledge of alphabetical 
order.

How to Teach: Literacy 2 - Day 5
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
Step 3: Handwriting Assessment (10 minutes)
• Ask learners to prepare their pencils, exercise 

books and body posture for writing.
• Write the two letters for the week on the  

chalkboard in their capital and small form. 
• Tell learners to write a line of each letter in their 

exercise books in their best handwriting.
• Move around the room assessing learners’  

handwriting posture, pencil grip and letter  
formation. 

Marking the CAM Form:

Level 3: Forms all of the capital and 
small letters correctly. 
 
Level 2: Forms at least some of the  
capital and small letters correctly with a 
few small errors.  
Level 1: Makes many mistakes in  
forming both the capital and small  
letter.

Step 4: Spelling Assessment (10 minutes)
• Say the first word (Term 1) or sentence  

(Terms 2-3) aloud slowly. Repeat 2-3 times.  
Tell learners to write the word/sentence in their 
exercise book using their best spelling and  
handwriting. They should also use the four  
guiding lines.

• Move around the room assessing learners’  
spelling and handwriting. 

• Follow steps 4a. and 4b. with the second word or 
sentence.

Marking the CAM Form:

Level 3: Spells all of the words correctly 
and uses the correct punctuation and 
capitalisation when writing full  
sentences.
Level 2: Spells most of the words  
correctly with 1-2 small errors in  
spelling, punctuation or capitalisation.
Level 1: Makes many errors in spelling, 
punctuation and capitalisation.

Step 5: Learning Journal (5 minutes)
• Ask learners to write one thing that they have 

learned this week in their Learning Journal. 
• Collect the exercise books and journals for  

selected learners. Assess their handwriting, 
spelling and journal writing and mark in the  
CAM Form.

Collect selected Learning Journals after 
each lesson and write supportive  
comments to your learners to  
encourage them.
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Competences
The learner:

• recites a traditional text from memory. (Step 2)
• uses the story title and prior knowledge to make predictions about what will happen in the 

story. (Step 3)
• listens attentively to the teacher. (Step 4)
• uses context to make predictions about what will happen next in the story.  (Step 4 – fiction 

stories only)
• answers a guiding question related to the story. (Step 5)
• identifies whether the story is a fiction or informative story. (Step 5)
• demonstrates comprehension by identifying the main characters, setting and action in a  

fiction story. (Step 5)
• demonstrates comprehension by identifying the main idea in an informative story. (Step 5)
• identifies vocabulary words from the story and uses them in meaningful sentences. (Step 6)

Teaching Procedure 
 

Time  Step Teacher’s 
Activity  Learners’ Activity

1 min. 1 Transition Song • Learners sing a song. 
9 min. 2 Recite a  

Traditional Text
• Learners recite a traditional text from memory. 

4 min. 3 Before Listening to 
the Story

• Learners use the story title and prior knowledge 
to make predictions about what will happen in the 
story. 

5 min. 4 Reading the Story 
Aloud

• Learners listen attentively to the teacher.
• Learners use the story context to make predictions 

about what will happen next in the story. 

7 min. 5 After Listening to 
the Story

• Learners answer the guiding question.
• Learners identify whether the story was a fiction 

or informative story.
4 min. 6 Vocabulary Words • Learners identify vocabulary words from the story 

and use them in a meaningful sentence. 

Introduction
Oral Literature is taught on Days 1 and 3 immediately after the morning break. The focus of 
the Day 1 Oral Literature lesson is on developing learners listening competences. Being a 
good listener develops comprehension and phonics skills that contribute to improved reading 
and writing.
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The Chalkboard

Vocabulary words from 
the Oral Literature 
story (Step 6)

Differentiated Learning 
Remedial 
Oral Literature is an opportunity for 
learners to practice their listening 
competences. Here are suggestions to 
help learners practice sitting quietly and 
listening. Begin by establishing a set of 
Good Listener Rules. Review the Good 
Listener Rules before you begin reading. 
Monitor learners as you read. Gently and 
discreetly prompt learners who don’t  
follow the rules. After reading, identify 
learners who have demonstrated  
excellent listening and encourage other 
learners to keep practicing. Here are 
some suggested Good Listener Rules you 
can establish in your classroom:

• Sit up straight with both feet on the 
floor.

• Keep your hands folded together and 
resting on the desk.

• Keep your eyes on the speaker.
• Nod your head to show the speaker 

you are listening and understanding.
• Ask questions and make comments 

about what the speaker has read.

Do More: Story Mapping 
Story maps in early primary are a way to 
represent a story in pictures. Story maps 
help learners identify the different  
elements of a story or book. There 
are many types of story maps, but the 
most basic maps focus on the begin-
ning, middle and end of the story. Since 
learners  in P1 and P2 will make their 
story maps by drawing pictures, you can 
include story mapping in CAPE 3 (Art and 
Technology).

Begin by drawing 3 large boxes on the 
chalkboard. Label the boxes BEGINNING, 
MIDDLE and ENDING. Remind learners of 
a recent story they have learned in class, 
either a story from the Pupil Book or 
from Oral Literature. Review the  
characters, setting and action. Tell  
learners to draw three pictures from the 
story in their exercise books. The first 
picture should illustrate something that  
happened at the beginning of the story; 
the second picture, something that  
happened in the middle of the story and 
the final picture, something that  
happened at the end of the story. 

    Oral Literature 
 

 
  tortoise 

  amble 

  hasty 
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
Step 1: Introductory Song (1 minute)
a. Sing a song to signal the beginning of the lesson. 

Always sing the same song to begin the 
Oral Literature lesson. This routine will 
help learners mentally prepare for the 
lesson. 

Step 2: Recite a Traditional Text (9 minutes)
a. Recite the traditional text for the week alone as 

learners listen.
b. Recite the traditional text together with  

learners three times.
c. Ask small groups and individuals to recite the 

text from memory. 

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
A traditional text is provided in the 
Weekly Lesson Support section of this 
Teacher’s Guide. It is only a  
recommendation. You may substitute 
with another text of your choice. 

Step 3: Before Listening to the Story  
(4 minutes)
a. Read the title of the week’s Oral Literature story 

aloud. Ask learners what they think the story 
will be about. Ask them to predict whether the 
story is a fiction or informative story. 

b. Read the guiding question and ask learners to 
listen for the answer as you read. 

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
The guiding question is found on the 
Oral Literature pages of the Weekly 
Lesson Support section of this  
Teacher’s Guide.

The words in your language for  
fiction story and informative story are 
provided in the glossary. Fiction stories 
are about imaginary people or events. 
Informative stories are about real 
people, facts or events. 

Step 4: Reading the Story Aloud (5 minutes)
a. Read the Oral Literature story aloud to learners 

as they listen attentively. 
b. Stop and ask the prediction question as  

indicated in the text (Fiction stories only.)
c. Discuss learners’ predictions briefly. (Fiction 

stories only.)
d. Continue reading Part 2 of the Oral Literature 

story aloud to the end. 

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
The Oral Literature story and prediction 
question are found in the Weekly  
Lesson Support section.

Be sure to practice reading the story 
several times before class so that you 
can read it with fluency and expression. 
Reading aloud with fluency and  
expression helps learners comprehend 
the meaning of the story and adds to 
the overall enjoyment of the listening 
experience. 
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
Step 5: After Listening to the Story (7 minutes)
a. Repeat the guiding question. Discuss the  

answer as a class.
b. Discuss whether the story was a fiction story or 

an informative story. 
c. Tell learners you will read the story again. If 

they have identified the story as a fiction story 
they should listen to determine the characters, 
setting and plot. If it is an informative story they 
should listen to determine the main idea of the 
story.

d. Read the story aloud a second time without 
pausing.

e. For a fiction story, have learners identify the 
characters, setting and action after listening 
to the story a second time. For an informative 
story, have learners identify the main idea. 

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
A story outline in the Weekly Lesson 
Support section of this Teacher’s Guide 
will tell you whether the story is a fiction 
or informative story and list the  
characters, setting and action or the 
main idea.

The words in your language for  
characters, setting, action and main idea 
are provided in the glossary. 

The characters are the actors in a story. 
The setting is where and when the story 
is taking place. The action of a story is a 
summary of what happens in the story. 
Another word is plot.  
 
The main idea of an informative story is 
one sentence that summarises what the 
story is about.

Step 6: Vocabulary Words (4 minutes)
a. Say the first vocabulary word aloud and write 

it on the chalkboard. Have learners repeat 
the word. Read the sentence with the word in 
it from the Oral Literature Story. Discuss the 
meaning of the word. Then ask learners to use 
the word in a new sentence.

b. Repeat with the other two vocabulary words.

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
The selected vocabulary words for the 
Oral Literature story are found in the 
Weekly Lesson Support section.  
 
You can also create flashcards for the 
vocabulary words in the Oral Literature 
stories. Hang them on a story tree or 
make a word wall in your classroom. 
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Competences   The learner:

• recites a traditional text (riddle, proverb, tongue twister, rhyme, poem, etc.) from memory. 
(Step 2)

• re-tells a fiction story that has been read aloud and demonstrates comprehension by  
identifying the main characters, setting and action. (Step 3 – fiction stories)

• re-tells an informative story that has been read aloud and demonstrates comprehension by 
identifying the main idea of the story. (Step 3 – informative stories)

• listens attentively to the teacher. (Step 4)
• answers In the Text Questions about a story that has been read aloud. (Step 5)
• answers In My Mind Questions about a story that has been read aloud. (Step 5)
• identifies new vocabulary words from the story and uses them in meaningful sentences.  

(Step 6)
 
Teaching Procedure 
 

Time  Step Teacher’s 
Activity  Learners’ Activity

1 min. 1 Introductory Song • Learners sing a song. 
6 min. 2 Recite a  

Traditional Text
• Learners recite a traditional text from memory. 

6 min. 3 Before Listening to 
the Story

• Learners re-tell a fiction story and demonstrate 
comprehension by identifying the main characters, 
setting and action. 

• Learners re-tell an informative story and  
demonstrate comprehension by identifying the 
main idea of the story. 

5 min. 4 Reading the Story 
Aloud

• Learners listen attentively to the teacher.

6 min. 5 After Listening to 
the Story

• Learners answer In the Text Questions about a 
story that has been read aloud. 

• Learners answer In My Mind Questions about a 
story that has been read aloud. 

6 min. 6 Vocabulary Words • Learners identify vocabulary words from the story 
and use them in meaningful sentences. 

Introduction
On Day 3 of Oral Literature, learners have the opportunity to retell the story for the week.  
The teacher then re-reads the story. Learners develop comprehension skills by answering In 
the Text and In My Mind Questions.
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The Chalkboard

Vocabulary Words 
(Step 6)

Differentiated Learning 
 
Remedial 
Some of your learners may have  
difficulty retelling the Oral Literature 
story on Day 3. To support learners  
who have difficulty in remembering and 
retelling stories in sequential order and 
as a fun activity for all learners in your 
class, create 3-5 picture cards that  
represent the actions in the story you 
read on Day 1. Place the cards in the 
front of the classroom, but in a  
scrambled order. Have the learners look 
at the picture cards and describe what 
they see. Then challenge the class to put 
the cards in the correct sequence. When 
this is done, have learners retell the story 
using the picture cards as a prompt. The 
cards should help remedial learners retell 
the story with more success.

Accelerated 
Challenge accelerated learners to add  
extra details in the story that average 
learners may have missed when retelling 
it.

Do More: Book Making 2

Traditional texts are a great source for 
making classroom books. Traditional texts 
foster an appreciation of local culture and 
ensure that a community’s oral literature 
tradition is passed on to the next  
generation. Begin by collecting  
different kinds of traditional texts: 
proverbs, riddles, songs, tongue twisters, 
fables, rhymes and poems. The Teacher’s 
Guide provides a selection of traditional 
text you can use as a starting point.  
Create books based on different types 
of text: a book of proverbs, a book of 
tongue twisters, etc.

It’s also important to consider how you 
will manage the books you create. Here 
are a few ideas for displaying and storing 
your classroom library:

• classroom cupboard
• nails and string, books hang from the 

spine
• cardboard box
• wall pockets
• improvised book shelf (e.g. bricks and 

timber)

    Oral Literature 
 

 
  tortoise 

  amble 

  hasty 
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
Step 1: Introductory Song (1 minute)
a. Sing a song to signal the beginning of the lesson. 

The introductory song is designed to  
focus learners’ attention so they are 
ready for the lesson. 

Step 2: Recite a Traditional Text (6 minutes)
a. Recite the same traditional text learners were 

introduced to on Day 1. Learners first listen 
while you recite alone. 

b. Recite the traditional text together with  
learners. 

c. Ask individual learners to recite the traditional 
text. Assess and mark in the CAM Form. 

Be sure to identify the type of  
traditional text you are teaching each 
week. A variety of traditional texts 
should be represented each term: songs, 
riddles, proverbs, poems, tongue  
twisters, rhymes, etc. Learners should be 
able to identify the different types of  
traditional text in their language. 

Step 3: Before Listening to the Story  
(6 minutes)
a. Read the title of the week’s story aloud to  

learners. 
b. If the text is a fiction story, learners should retell 

the story by identifying the main characters, 
setting and describing the action in the correct 
sequential order. Assess and mark in the CAM 
Form.

c. If the text is an informative story, learners 
should retell the story by identifying the main 
idea and supporting ideas. Assess and mark in 
the CAM Form.

d. Read the two In the Text Questions to learners 
from the Teacher’s Guide. Tell learners to listen 
to the story and see if they can answer these 
questions when you finish reading. 

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
The In the Text Questions can be found 
in the Weekly Lesson Support section 
of this Teacher’s Guide.

Using the CAM Form to record  
assessments during the Oral Literature 
lesson may be awkward. If so, write 
the names of the learners you want to 
assess in the Oral Literature lesson on 
a small scrap of paper. Use the paper 
to record their performance. Later, you 
can transfer the information onto the 
CAM Form. 
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
Step 4: Reading the Story Aloud (5 minutes)
a. Read the story aloud to learners as they listen 

attentively. 

On Day 3 you do not need to stop to 
ask the prediction question.  (For fiction 
stories.)

Step 5: After Listening to the Story (6 minutes)
a. Have learners answer the two In the Text  

Questions.
b. Ask other In the Text Questions of your own. 
c. Have learners answer the two In My Mind  

Questions.

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
The In the Text and In My Mind  
Questions can be found in the Weekly 
Lesson Support section of this Teacher’s 
Guide.

Encourage learners to pose their own 
comprehension questions to the class. 
This can be a motivational activity for 
accelerated learners who want an extra 
challenge. 

Step 6: Vocabulary Words (6 minutes)
a. Ask learners to identify any words that were 

new or unfamiliar to them in the story. Say the 
learner-identified vocabulary word aloud. Have 
learners repeat the word. Read the sentence 
with the word in it from the Oral Literature 
story. Discuss the meaning of the word. Then 
ask learners to use the word in a new sentence. 

b. Review the three vocabulary words from Day 1. 
Say each word aloud and write it on the  
chalkboard. Ask individual learners to use each 
word in a meaningful sentence. Assess and mark 
in the CAM Form. 

Learners may find it difficult to identify 
new vocabulary words on their own,  
especially in Term 1. Encourage them 
to listen for new or confusing words as 
you read. 

Show your enthusiasm for talking 
about words and their meanings. This 
will develop learners’ love and  
appreciation for the words in their 
language. 
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Competences
The learner:

• listens to the teacher model a News Story. (Step 2)
• uses pictures, words and sentences to represent a meaningful News Story. (Step 3)
• writes his/her name with correct spelling and letter formation. (Step 3)
• introduces one’s self and greets the class using the appropriate cultural norms, including  

stating one’s full name. (Step 4)
• tells a meaningful, well organised story to the class that demonstrates fluency of speech,  

appropriate expression and confidence. (Step 4)
• listens attentively to peers and participates in small group activities appropriately.  

(Steps 4 and 5)
 
Teaching Procedure 
 

Time  Step Teacher’s 
Activity  Learners’ Activity

2 min. 1 Prepare to Write • Learners sing a song. 

5 min. 2 Model News Story • Learners listen to the teacher model a News Story. 

8 min. 3 Learners Write 
News Stories

• Learners use pictures, words and sentences to 
represent a meaningful News Story. 

• Learners write their names. 

5 min. 4 Learners Share 
News Stories in 
Small Groups

• Learners listen attentively to peers and participate 
in small group activities appropriately. 

10 min. 5 Selected  
Learners Share 
News Stories

• Learners introduce themselves and greet the class 
using the appropriate cultural norms, including 
stating one’s full name.

• Learners tell a meaningful, well organised story 
to the class that demonstrates fluency of speech, 
appropriate expression and confidence.

• Learners listen attentively to peers.

Introduction
The News lesson is taught after the morning break on Days 2, 4 and 5. The News lesson gives 
learners the opportunity to develop their speaking and writing competences. On Day 2, the 
teacher models how to compose and tell a News Story for the whole class. Ideally, the News 
Stories should reflect concepts related to the sub-theme for the week. Model News stories 
are provided in the Weekly Lesson Support section of this Teacher’s Guide.
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The Chalkboard

This illustration represents 
a teacher’s model story for 
P2 Term 1. By Term 3 many 
learners will be writing  
multiple sentence stories.

Differentiated Learning 
 
Remedial 
Some learners may have difficulty  
speaking in front of the class. When you 
call on them to read their News stories, 
they will be afraid. One suggestion to 
reduce their fear is to let them remain 
in their seat and read or tell their News 
Stories from there. You can stand beside 
them and repeat the story for the whole 
class to hear. Later you can ask them 
to come to the front of the room, but 
instead of looking at the whole class, the 
learner should look at you and read their 
News Story directly to you.

Accelerated 
Other learners may have the opposite 
challenge: They want to read their News 
Story to the class at every opportunity. In 
this instance, encourage them to be extra 
good listeners when their classmates 
come up to read their News Stories.  
Encourage them to share what they liked 
about their classmates stories and ask 
questions. 

Do More: Class Displays 
Recognise the good literacy performance 
of your learners by displaying a selection 
of the best News Stories for the week. 
Seek opportunities for learners to share 
their New Stories with the rest of the 
learners in school, such as at the school’s 
general assembly or at a speech day.  This 
will help learners develop their speaking, 
listening and other life skills. Learners 
whose work is selected feel proud about 
their good work, and their classmates are 
motivated to improve their work in the 
future.  
Classroom displays of learners’ writing also 
promote a “talking classroom”. Remember 
you need to change the display regularly, 
at least once a month. To accomplish this, 
you need to have an effective way to hang 
or mount your learners’ writing. Here are 
some materials for creating a display:

• Manila
• Cardboard
• Newsprint
• Local mats
• Grain sacks

• Bark cloth
• String or wire 
• Soft board
• Large piece of 

cloth

 

  
Remember: Never glue learners’ work  
directly on the wall!
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
Step 1: Prepare to Write (2 minutes)
a. Sing a song to signal the beginning of the  

lesson as you distribute the writing materials 
and learner name cards.  

Every learner should have  
paper and a pencil for this lesson. 

Step 2: Model News Story (6 minutes)
a. Tell a News Story to the class. As you tell your 

story draw simple pictures on the chalkboard to 
illustrate your story for learners. 

b. In Term 2, label the pictures with simple words 
learners can decode.

c. In Term 3, use the words in your story to create 
a simple sentence.

WEEKLY LESSON SUPPORT:  
A model News Story is provided in the 
Weekly Lesson Support section of this 
Teacher’s Guide. Adapt it or make up 
your own. Try to link your model News 
Story to the sub-theme for the week, if 
possible. 

Learners should tell News Stories about 
real events that have happened in their 
lives. You should do the same when you 
model a story for them. Learners will 
enjoy hearing stories about your life now 
or as a learner. 

Step 3: Learners Write News Stories  
(8 minutes)
a. Tell learners it is now time for them to write 

their own News Story. Explain that they can use 
pictures and words. Remind learners that they 
should write their names in their exercise books. 

b. Move around the room observing learners as 
they write. Ask questions about their stories and 
provide support as needed.

c. When there are 3 minutes remaining, tell  
learners they have 3 minutes to complete their 
work, including writing their name. 

In Term 1 the stories learners write will 
consist entirely of pictures. Some of 
these stories will be easier to “read” 
than others. In Term 2, encourage 
learners to label their picture stories 
with words they can decode. In Term 
3, model for learners how to take the 
words in their story to make simple  
sentences. Encourage learners who 
are ready to write their own simple 
sentences.
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
Step 4: Learners Share News Stories in Small 
Groups (5 minutes)
a. Tell learners to take turns sharing their stories in 

small groups of 2-4 people.
b. Move around the room supporting learners who 

are having difficulty participating in the small 
groups. 

Encourage learners to appreciate their 
friend’s contribution. Tell them to say 
“thank you” and “good work”. This is a 
good integration of life skills education. 

Step 5: Selected Learners Share News Stories 
(10 minutes)
a. Select 5 learners to come up and share their 

News Stories with the whole class.
b. Ask learners to speak clearly and with  

expression. 
c. Tell the rest of the class to show that they are 

ready to listen by sitting up straight with hands 
on desk and eyes on the speaker.

d. The speaker should always begin their News 
Story by greeting the class in a culturally  
appropriate manner and saying their full name.

e. After the speaker has completed the News story, 
the teacher and learners should ask questions 
or make comments.

f. Thank the speaker at the end of their turn.  
Assess the learner on the CAM Form and ask the 
next learner to read/tell their story to the class. 

Create a supportive classroom  
environment so that sharing News  
stories is fun and engaging for your 
learners.

The focus is on assessing individual 
learners’ speaking competences, but 
teaching learners how to be good  
listeners, especially when their peers are 
speaking, is important, too. Establish a 
few basic rules for sharing News stories 
at the beginning of the school year and 
enforce them consistently. 
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Competences
The learner:

• uses pictures, words and sentences to represent a meaningful News Story. (Step 2)
• writes his/her name with correct spelling and letter formation. (Step 2)
• introduces one’s self and greets the class using the appropriate cultural norms, including  

stating one’s name. (Step 3)
• tells a meaningful, well organised story to the class that demonstrates fluency of speech,  

appropriate expression and confidence. (Step 3)
• listens attentively to peers and participates in small group activities appropriately.  

(Steps 3 and 4)

Teaching Procedure 
 

Time  Step Teacher’s 
Activity  Learners’ Activity

2 min. 1 Prepare to Write • Learners sing a song.

13 min. 2 Learners Write 
News Stories

• Learners use pictures and words to write 
a meaningful News Story.

• Learners write their names. 

5 min. 3 Learners Share 
News Stories in 
Small Groups

• Learners listen attentively to peers and 
participate in small group activities  
appropriately. 

10 min. 4 Selected  
Learners Share 
News Stories

• Learners introduce themselves and greet 
the class using the appropriate cultural 
norms, including stating one’s full name.

• Learners tell a meaningful, well  
organised story to the class that  
demonstrates fluency, appropriate  
expression and confidence.

• Learners listen attentively to peers. 

Introduction
On Days 4 and 5 almost half of the News lesson is devoted to learners composing their stories 
independently. This gives the teacher an opportunity to move around the classroom and  
interact with learners individually. The teacher can observe their handwriting and  
composition skills and ask individual learners to tell their stories aloud. This is a good  
opportunity to catch up on assessments in the CAM Form as well.
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The Chalkboard

The chalkboard is not used in 
this lesson.

Differentiated Learning 
 
Remedial 
In P2 learners should write simple  
sentences. Some learners may have  
difficulty in taking this step on their own. 
To encourage them, write a short  
sentence in their exercise book related to 
the story the learner has drawn.   
Encourage the learner to write the next 
sentence on their own. Remind the 
learner that spelling the words correctly 
isn’t important. They just need to listen 
to the sounds they hear in the words and 
write them down as best they can.

Accelerated 
Advanced writers should be encouraged 
to write longer stories. Keep your News 
writing assignments open-ended. For 
example, do not say, “I want you to write 
a three sentence story today.” Instead say 
“Write a story using as many sentences 
as you can.”

Do More: Parent Involvement 
 
Parents are a learner’s first teacher.  
Just because parents send their child to 
school does not mean they should no 
longer be involved in their education. 
Studies show that learners who get  
learning support at home have more  
success at school. Every teacher should 
do more to involve learners’ parents, 
especially in key areas like reading and 
writing. Here are some suggestions:

• Provide simple, fun homework  
assignments that encourage learners 
to seek information from their family. 
For example, if the theme is transport, 
tell learners to ask their parents what  
transport was like in their village when 
they were children. Have them write 
about this during the News lesson.

• Send classroom books home for  
learners to read to their family.

• Be sure that parents receive regular 
samples of their child’s school work to 
review. At the end of the term, attach 
writing and spelling samples to the 
report card.
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
Step 1: Transition Song (1 minute)
a. Sing a song to signal the beginning of the class 

as you distribute the writing materials and 
learner name cards. 

Always sing the same song to begin 
the News lesson. This routine will help 
learners mentally prepare for the  
lesson. 

Step 2: Learners Write News Stories (13 min.)
a. Remind learners of the News Story you wrote on 

Day 2. Ask a selected learner to retell your News 
Story. Ask learners if they can retell any of the 
News Stories told by their classmates on Day 2.

b. Tell learners to write another News Story today.
c. Remind learners that they should write their 

names in their exercise books. 
d. Move around the room observing learners as 

they write. Ask questions about their stories and 
provide support as needed.

e. When there are 3 minutes remaining, tell  
learners they have 3 minutes to complete their 
work, including writing their name. 

Select 5 learners you want to talk to  
during this step and do the following: 
 
Ask them to tell their story aloud to you.  

• Is it a meaningful story?
• Can you interpret their drawings?  

Do their pictures match the story? 
• Are the pictures well organised on 

the page?
• How are they progressing with  

writing their name? 
• Are they labelling their stories with 

words? Are they writing sentences? 

How to Teach: News - Days 4 and 5
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 Step-by-Step Teacher’s Activity  Extra Guidance
Step 4: Learners Share News Stories in Small 
Groups (5 minutes)
a. Tell learners to take turns sharing their stories in 

small groups of 2-4 people.
b. Move around the room supporting learners who 

are having difficulty participating in the small 
groups. 

Guide learners so that they are able to 
share their stories successfully in small 
groups. 

Step 5: Selected Learners Share News Stories 
(10 minutes)
a. Select 5 learners to come up and share their 

News Stories with the whole class.
b. Ask learners to speak clearly and with  

expression. 
c. Tell the rest of the class to show that they are 

ready to listen by sitting up straight with hands 
on desk and eyes on the speaker.

d. The speaker should always begin their News 
Story by greeting the class in a culturally  
appropriate manner and saying their full name.

e. After the speaker has completed the News story, 
the teacher and learners should ask questions or 
make comments.

f. Thank the speaker at the end of their turn.  
Assess the learner in the CAM Form and ask the 
next learner to read/tell their story to the class. 

Here are the writing competences 
learners should demonstrate over the 
course of the year in P2.
Term 1: Learners draw pictures that 
illustrate a News Story. They label the 
pictures and compose at least one  
sentence about their News Story. 
Term 2: Learners write 2-3  
sentences about their NewsStory.
Term 3: Learners write a short 3-4  
sentence News Story using words only.

How to Teach: News - Days 4 and 5
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English Lugwere

alphabetic principle (phonics) iteeka lya walifu

choral reading kusoma nga mwabirana

collaborative learning njega y’aamo

competency-based  
assessment

kukebera okusinsirira okubusoboli

comprehension kutegeera eky’osoma

continuous assessment kupima busoboli bw’abeegi buli  
lunaku

differentiated learning njega enjawule

echo reading kwiramu eby’omusomesya eby’asoma

end of term assessment kupima busoboli oluzwanyuma 
lw’etaamu

explicit instruction ndagiriro ey’enkukunala

fluency kutumula atali kwesitaala

multisensory ekiyimbya okubona, okuwulira 
n’okufunyirya

orthography empandiika y’olutumu/amateeka

partner reading kusoma n’omwinawo

phonemic awareness kumanya njugisya yamagono 
g’enyukuta

phonological awareness bumanyi bwenjuga y’amagono 
g’enyukuta

print awareness bumanyi bw’okuwandiika enyukuta 
egitali nyungisye

scaffolding madaala

systematic instruction ndagiriro eyabira oku ntegeka

vocabulary bibono ebiyaaka egiri abeegi

whisper reading kusoma ng’oweweeta

Lugwere Technical Literacy Terms
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Weekly Lesson Support 
Term 1 Lessons
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Welcome to the new school year!

Preparing for a new school year is like starting a long journey. You want to make sure you are 
well prepared before starting off. Teachers have to manage many responsibilities: learners, 
parents, instructional materials, the classroom environment and school rules and procedures, 
among others. The information on this page is designed to help you prepare for the  
beginning of the new school year so that you are ready to manage your responsibilities well.

Term 1 Materials Checklist

Making lists is a good method for planning 
and accomplishing goals. Below is a list 
of recommended materials that teachers 
should prepare and organise prior to the 
beginning of the school year.

• Completed schemes of work and lesson 
plans

• P2 Teacher’s Guides for your local  
language and English

• Enough copies of the I Can Read and Write 
Pupil Books in your local language and 
English (one for each learner)

• Classroom rules chart
• Enough copies of the Continuous  

Assessment Monitoring Form so that each 
learner’s name can be entered on a line

• Learner name cards for handwriting  
lessons

• Manila, sugar paper, markers, pens and 
pencils

• Chalk and dusters
• Classroom furniture and clock

Early Assessment

In the first days and weeks of the new school 
year the teacher should keenly observe  
learners to assess what competences and 
knowledge they bring from P1. Here are a 
few basic competences to look for at the 
beginning of P2:

• The learners know their full name and can 
use it to introduce themselves and greet  
others appropriately.

• The learners write their full name with 
correct spelling and letter formation.

• The learner handles a book properly. (i.e., 
identifies the front and back of the book 
correctly; knows how to turn the pages 
properly; treats a book respectfully during 
distribution/collection and the class  
lesson).

• The learners are able to identify letters 
by name and sound and can read simple 
decodable words and sentences. 

During the first weeks of school the teacher 
should also identify any learners whose  
vision and hearing are not normal or who  
display any other learning disabilities.  
Teachers should also identify left-handed 
learners and seat them appropriately.

Teachers may also want to refer to the P1 
records or discuss individual learner’s  
performance with their P1 teacher, especially 
if a learner demonstrated poor performance 
at the end of P1. These learners may need 
special attention at the beginning of P2.

Term 1 Week 1
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TERM 1 END OF TERM ASSESSMENT
 
Introduction 
 
Below are end of term assessments you should administer during the final weeks of the term.
Writing and listening assessments can be administered to the whole class. Reading and speaking 
assessments need to be administered to learners individually. Begin these assessments by Week 
10. Assign a level to the learner’s performance using the following system:
 
Level 3 (L3): The learner’s performance exceeds the competence expected. Symbol: /\
Level 2 (L2): The learner’s performance meets the competence. Symbol: /\
Level 1 (L1): The learner’s performance does not meet the competence. Symbol: /
 
Learners with sight and hearing challenges can give their answers orally for assessments that 
involve reading or writing.

Reading Assessments (administered individually)
Fluency and Vocabulary Assessment:
Ask the learner to read the Week 4 story in the Pupil Book aloud to you. Ask one In the Text and 
one In my Mind comprehension question.

L3: Reads with excellent fluency.  L3: Answers both the comprehension questions correctly.
L2: Reads with average fluency.  L2: Answers at least one comprehension question correctly.
L1: Reads with poor fluency.  L1: Does not answer the comprehension questions.

Grammar and Vocabulary Assessment:
Select 5 vocabulary words from the term and write them on individual flashcards. Show the 
learner a card. Ask him/her to read the word and then use it in a meaningful sentence.

L3: Successfully completes the task for all 5 vocabulary words.
L2: Successfully completes the task for 3-4 vocabulary words.
L1: Completes the task for 2 or fewer vocabulary words.

Listening Assessment (administered as a group)

Listening Comprehension Assessment:
Compose a story to tell to the class or find a story to read. Create 5 comprehension questions 
about the story. Tell/read the story to the class and then ask the questions one at a time. Have 
learners write (or draw) their answers on a piece of paper. Make sure learners include their 
names.  Collect and assess.

L3: Answers all 5 questions correctly.
L2: Answers 3-4 questions correctly.
L1: Answers 2 or fewer questions correctly.
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Writing Assessment (administered as a group)

Handwriting Assessment:
Write 3 short sentences on the chalkboard. Ask learners to copy them in their exercise books 
using their best handwriting.

L3: Formation of the letters and spacing between words is excellent. No errors.
L2: Formation of the letters and spacing between words is good. A few errors.
L1: Formation of the letters and spacing between words is poor. Many errors.

Spelling Assessment:
Select 5 spelling words from the term. Dictate the words one at a time to the class and have 
learners write them in their exercise books. Collect and assess.

L3: Spells all 5 words correctly.
L2: Spells 3-4 words correctly.
L1: Spells 2 or fewer words correctly.

Creative Writing Assessment:
Tell learners to write a story about the foods they most enjoy eating and why. Explain that they 
can use pictures and words to tell their story but that they should also include at least one full 
sentence. Make sure learners include their names. Collect and assess.

L3: Writes a meaningful, well organised story with 2 or more sentences.
L2: Writes a meaningful, well organised story with at least 1 sentence.
L1: The story does not include a full sentence.

Speaking Assessment (administered individually)

Public Speaking Assessment:
By the end of Week 10 you should have observed and assessed all your learners’ speaking
competences during the News lesson. During Weeks 11 and 12 select learners who have not told 
a News story to the class or who have not yet attained the competence.

L3: Tells a meaningful, engaging story with excellent confidence and good expression.
L2: Tells a meaningful story to the class with confidence.
L1: Tells a story that lacks meaning or displays a lack of confidence when speaking to the class.
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Weekly Lesson Support 
Term 2 Lessons
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TERM 2 END OF TERM ASSESSMENT
 
Introduction 
 
Below are end of term assessments you should administer during the final weeks of the term.
Writing and listening assessments can be administered to the whole class. Reading and speaking 
assessments need to be administered to learners individually. Begin these assessments by Week 
10. Assign a level to the learner’s performance using the following system:
 
Level 3 (L3): The learner’s performance exceeds the competence expected. Symbol: /\
Level 2 (L2): The learner’s performance meets the competence. Symbol: /\
Level 1 (L1): The learner’s performance does not meet the competence. Symbol: /
 
Reading Assessments (administered individually)

Fluency and Vocabulary Assessment:
Ask the learner to read the Week 4 story in the Pupil Book aloud to you. Ask one In the Text and 
one In my Mind comprehension question.

L3: Reads with excellent fluency.  L3: Answers both the comprehension questions correctly.
L2: Reads with average fluency.  L2: Answers at least one comprehension question correctly.
L1: Reads with poor fluency.  L1: Does not answer the comprehension questions.

Grammar and Vocabulary Assessment:
Select 5 vocabulary words from the term and write them on individual flashcards. Show the 
learner a card. Ask him/her to read the word and then use it in a meaningful sentence.

L3: Successfully completes the task for all 5 vocabulary words.
L2: Successfully completes the task for 3-4 vocabulary words.
L1: Completes the task for 2 or fewer vocabulary words.

Listening Assessment (administered as a group)

Listening Comprehension Assessment:
Compose a story to tell to the class or find a story to read. Create 5 comprehension questions 
about the story. Tell/read the story to the class and then ask the questions one at a time. Have 
learners write (or draw) their answers on a piece of paper. Make sure learners include their 
names.  Collect and assess.

L3: Answers all 5 questions correctly.
L2: Answers 3-4 questions correctly.
L1: Answers 2 or fewer questions correctly.
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Writing Assessment (administered as a group)

Handwriting Assessment:
Write 3 short sentences on the chalkboard. Ask learners to copy them in their exercise books 
using their best handwriting.

L3: Formation of the letters and spacing between words is excellent. No errors.
L2: Formation of the letters and spacing between words is good. A few errors.
L1: Formation of the letters and spacing between words is poor. Many errors.

Spelling Assessment:
Select 5 spelling words from the term. Dictate the words one at a time to the class and have 
learners write them in their exercise books. Collect and assess.

L3: Spells all 5 words correctly.
L2: Spells 3-4 words correctly.
L1: Spells 2 or fewer words correctly.

Creative Writing Assessment:
Tell learners to write a story about a accident they have had themselves or witnessed in their
community. Explain that they can use pictures and words to tell their story but that they should 
also include at least one full sentence. Make sure learners include their names. Collect and 
assess.

L3: Writes a meaningful, well organised story with 2 or more sentences.
L2: Writes a meaningful, well organised story with at least 1 sentence.
L1: The story does not include a full sentence.

Speaking Assessment (administered individually)

Public Speaking Assessment:
By the end of Week 10 you should have observed and assessed all your learners’ speaking
competences during the News lesson. During Weeks 11 and 12 select learners who have not told 
a News story to the class or who have not yet attained the competence.

L3: Tells a meaningful, engaging story with excellent confidence and good expression.
L2: Tells a meaningful story to the class with confidence.
L1: Tells a story that lacks meaning or displays a lack of confidence when speaking to the class.
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Weekly Lesson Support 
Term 3 Lessons
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TERM 3 END OF TERM ASSESSMENT
 
Introduction 
 
Below are end of term assessments you should administer during the final weeks of the term.
Writing and listening assessments can be administered to the whole class. Reading and speaking 
assessments need to be administered to learners individually. Begin these assessments by Week 
10. Assign a level to the learner’s performance using the following system:
 
Level 3 (L3): The learner’s performance exceeds the competence expected. Symbol: /\
Level 2 (L2): The learner’s performance meets the competence. Symbol: /\
Level 1 (L1): The learner’s performance does not meet the competence. Symbol: /
 
Reading Assessments (administered individually)

Fluency and Vocabulary Assessment:
Ask the learner to read the Week 4 story in the Pupil Book aloud to you. Ask one In the Text and 
one In my Mind comprehension question.

L3: Reads with excellent fluency.  L3: Answers both the comprehension questions correctly.
L2: Reads with average fluency.  L2: Answers at least one comprehension question correctly.
L1: Reads with poor fluency.  L1: Does not answer the comprehension questions.

Grammar and Vocabulary Assessment:
Select 5 vocabulary words from the term and write them on individual flashcards. Show the 
learner a card. Ask him/her to read the word and then use it in a meaningful sentence.

L3: Successfully completes the task for all 5 vocabulary words.
L2: Successfully completes the task for 3-4 vocabulary words.
L1: Completes the task for 2 or fewer vocabulary words.

Listening Assessment (administered as a group)

Listening Comprehension Assessment:
Compose a story to tell to the class or find a story to read. Create 5 comprehension questions 
about the story. Tell/read the story to the class and then ask the questions one at a time. Have 
learners write (or draw) their answers on a piece of paper. Make sure learners include their 
names.  Collect and assess.

L3: Answers all 5 questions correctly.
L2: Answers 3-4 questions correctly.
L1: Answers 2 or fewer questions correctly.
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Writing Assessment (administered as a group)

Handwriting Assessment:
Write 3 short sentences on the chalkboard. Ask learners to copy them in their exercise books 
using their best handwriting.

L3: Formation of the letters and spacing between words is excellent. No errors.
L2: Formation of the letters and spacing between words is good. A few errors.
L1: Formation of the letters and spacing between words is poor. Many errors.

Spelling Assessment:
Select 5 spelling words from the term. Dictate the words one at a time to the class and have 
learners write them in their exercise books. Collect and assess.

L3: Spells all 5 words correctly.
L2: Spells 3-4 words correctly.
L1: Spells 2 or fewer words correctly.

Creative Writing Assessment:
Tell learners to write a story about what they plan to do during the school holidays. Explain that
they can use pictures and words to tell their story but that they should also include at least one 
full sentence. Make sure learners include their names. Collect and assess.

L3: Writes a meaningful, well organised story with 2 or more sentences.
L2: Writes a meaningful, well organised story with at least 1 sentence.
L1: The story does not include a full sentence.

Speaking Assessment (administered individually)

Public Speaking Assessment:
By the end of Week 10 you should have observed and assessed all your learners’ speaking
competences during the News lesson. During Weeks 11 and 12 select learners who have not told 
a News story to the class or who have not yet attained the competence.

L3: Tells a meaningful, engaging story with excellent confidence and good expression.
L2: Tells a meaningful story to the class with confidence.
L1: Tells a story that lacks meaning or displays a lack of confidence when speaking to the class.
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Lugwere Grammar Scope and Sequence
Word Structures (Day 2)

Term 1 Lesson Topic

Week 1 Replace mu- with ba- to change common nouns from singular to plural 

Week 2 Replace mu- with mi- to change common nouns from singular to plural 

Week 3 Replace ki- with bi- to change common nouns from singular to plural 

Week 4 Replace i- with ma- to change common nouns from singular to plural 

Week 5 Replace ka- with bu- to indicate something small in likeness

Week 6 Contrast augmentation with no augmentation

Week 7 Replace ku- with a- to indicate third person singular

Week 8 Replace n- prefix with tu- prefix for first person singular to first person plural

Week 9 Replace o- prefix with mu- prefix for second person singular to second person plural

Week 10 Replace a- prefix with ba- prefix for third person singular to third person plural

Week 11 Replace a- prefix with ta- prefix for third person singular positive to third person singular negative

Term 2 Lesson Topic

Week 1 Replace prefix o with to.  Second person singular positive to second person singular negative

Week 2 Replace prefix n- with ti-.  First person singular positive to first person singular negative

Week 3 Add prefix ti- for plurals of first, second and third persons

Week 4 Replace suffix -a with -e for positive imperatives

Week 5 Add prefix -tiwa to the imperative to change it from a positive imperative to a negative imperative

Week 6 Replace ku- with n- prefixes,  -e suffix for subjunctives first person

Week 7 Replace -a suffix with -ire suffix to indicate a change from present to past first person singular

Week 8 Replace -a suffix with -ere suffix to indicate present to near past, first person singular

Week 9 First person singular near past to first person plural near past (n-/tu-)

Week 10 First person singular near past to second person plural near past (n-/mu-)

Week 11 Replace o- with mu- for  second person singular to second person plural near past

Term 3 Lesson Topic

Week 1 Replace a- with ya- for third person singular near past to far past (-ir- infix)

Week 2 Replace a- with ya- for third person singular near past to far past.  (-er- infix)

Week 3 Simple present to near future for third person

Week 4 Simple present to far future for third person

Week 5 Constrast  suffix -a with infix -isy- for an active causative verb form (cause somebody to do something)

Week 6 Constrast  suffix -a with infix -esy- for an active causative verb form (cause somebody to do something)

Week 7 Constrast an active verb form with the applicative verb form (-ir- do something for someone)

Week 8 Add infix -er- to infinitive verbs with a suffix -a

Week 9 Contrast prefix gw- with gy-, ky- with by-, ly- with g- or independent possessives pronouns for singular 
and plural (first person)

Week 10 Contrast prefix ki- with bi- for independent possessives prefix ky-o and by-o (second  person)

Week 11 Contrast prefix ki- with bi- for independent possessives prefix ky-e and by-e (third  person)
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Lugwere Grammar Scope and Sequence
Sentence Structures (Day 4)

Term 1 Lesson Topic

Week 1 Replace mu- prefix with ba- prefix on the noun to change sentence from singular to plural

Week 2 Replace mu- prefix with mi- prefix on the noun to change sentence from singular to plural

Week 3 Replace ki- prefix with bi- prefix on the noun to change sentence from singular to plural. Also 
demonstrative pronoun (kinu) changed to plural (binu)

Week 4 Replace i- with ma- on the noun to change sentence from singular to plural

Week 5 Replace ka- with bu- in sentences to show something small in likeness

Week 6 Constrast sentences with augmentation (singular and plural)

Week 7 Constrast sentences with a/ba third person singular with third person plural

Week 8 Constrast sentences with first person singular and first person plural

Week 9 Constrast sentences with second person singular and second person plural (o/mu)  

Week 10 Replace short vowel with long vowel to contrast meaning of words

Week 11 Constrast sentences with third person singular positive and third person singular negative (a/ta)

Term 2 Lesson Topic

Week 1 Constrast sentences with second person singular positive and second person singular negative (o/to)

Week 2 Constrast sentences with first person singular positive and first person singular negative (n/ti)

Week 3 Add prefix ti- to the noun for plurals of first, second  and 3rd persons

Week 4 Positive imperatives with suffix -a and -e

Week 5 Add tiwa- prefix to the imperative to change it from a positive imperative to a negative imperative

Week 6 Replace ku- with n- prefixes, -e suffix for subjunctives

Week 7 Replace -a suffix with -ire suffix to indicate present to past, first person singular

Week 8 Replace -a suffix with -ere suffix to indicate present to near past, first person singular

Week 9 First person singular near past to first person plural near past 

Week 10 First person singular near past to first person plural near past

Week 11 Replace o- with mu- for Second person singular to second person plural near past

Term 3 Lesson Topic

Week 1 Constrast sentences in third person singular near past to far past (a/ya prefix, -ir- infix)

Week 2 Constrast sentences in third person singular near past to far past (a/ya prefix, -er- infix)

Week 3 Constrast sentences in the simple present to sentences in near future

Week 4 Constrast sentences in the simple present to sentences in the far future

Week 5 Changing sentences to causative sentences (add -isy- infix)

Week 6 Changing sentences to causative sentences (add -esy- infix)

Week 7 Changing sentences to applicative sentences (add -ir- infix)

Week 8 Changing sentences to applicative sentences (add -er- infix)

Week 9 Contrast sentences with independent possessives (first person)

Week 10 Constrast sentences with independent possessives (second person singular)

Week 11 Contrast sentences with independent possessives (third person singular)
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Handwriting Guidelines for Primary 2
 

What are the handwriting competences in P2?

The School and Health Reading Program Literacy model assumes that learners have mastered 
the basics of handwriting in P1. In P2 the teacher should focus on improving learners’ writing 
fluency. Teachers should also encourage learners to evaluate their own handwriting. 

There is only one P2 handwriting competence for learners to demonstrate:

     Form and evaluate letters and words with attention to accuracy and speed.  

In addition to assessing learners on accuracy speed, and sounding out the sound of a letter 
rather than its name the P2 teacher should continue to assess learners’ competences in the 6 
basic handwriting behaviours: 

1. Sitting posture (This may not be possible to assess if learners don’t sit at desks.)
2. Pencil grip
3. Starting point
4. Letter formation
5. Direction (writing from left to right)
6. Spacing between letters and words

What instructional methods do we use to teach handwriting in P2?

Formal handwriting is taught during Literacy 2, Days 2 and 4. Learners also have many 
opportunities to practice their handwriting every day. Below are the major instructional 
methods teachers use during handwriting instruction:

Air Writing: Before writing with a pencil, learners practice writing in the air.

I Do, We Do, You Do: Handwriting instruction follows this standard model of 1) teacher 
demonstration; 2) whole class practice; 3) individual assessment.

Learner Self Evaluation: After completing a handwriting task, learners evaluate their handwriting 
with a partner.

The Four Lines to Guide Handwriting: These lines correspond to the lines in the exercise book. 
Learners use the guidelines to support letter formation. The four lines to guide handwriting are 
illustrated on the following page.
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Learners were introduced to the four lines to guide handwriting in P1 and used them when 
forming letters throughout the year, so they should be familiar with this instructional method.

The names for these four lines have been translated into your local language. They can be found 
in the Glossary in the appendices of this Teacher’s Guide.

What is the handwriting focus in P2?
Spacing between letters is one of the 6 basic skills emphasized in handwriting instruction. In 
P1, the focus is on mastering the first 5 skills. Once learners have mastered letter formation, 
the focus can shift in P2 to spacing between letters and words as the illustration below 
demonstrates.
 

What about left-handed writers and other special needs learners? 
 
Learners who favour their left-hand for writing should not be forced to use their right hand. 
Special considerations for left-handed learners include: 

• Identify left-handed writers as early as possible so that appropriate interventions can begin.
• Seat left-handed learners at the left end of a desk so they have enough space to write and do 

not interfere with right-handed learners.
• Demonstrate air writing for both right- and left-handed learners.

Modifications for learners with physical disabilities or visual challenges should be considered on 
an individual basis. 

too close t o o  f a r

The 4 Lines to Guide Handwriting
Top line

Centre line

Baseline

Bottom line
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Glossary of Lugwere Literacy Terms
English Lugwere
LITERACY 1

adjective kibono ekisonzola eriina

adverb kibono ekisonzola ekibono ekikola

application (for word and sen-
tence structure)

nkolesya (y’enyombeka y’ekibono n’ekikobe)

assessing (learners) (v) kupima (abeegi)

beat the Word kumenya ekibono omu nkenga

blending (v) kutabangania amagono g’embutuli n’ensiriki

breaking and making okumenya ekibono omu nkenga n’okukola

consonant nyukuta ensiriki

context clues bibono ebibiikula amakulu

decoding (v) kukola ebibono ebirimu enyukuta egibeegeseryeku

I do, We do, You do Nkola, Tukola, Okola

In My Mind Question kibuulyo ky’omu biseego byange

In the Text Question kibuulyo ky’omu kifumo  

letter nyukuta

meaningful (part of the word) ekitundu eky’amakulu omu kibono

noun liina ly’ekintu, omuntu ooba kifo

object Kintu ekituukireku ekikole

predicting (v) kulagula ekyairirira

prediction kulagula

prefix (of a word) kibbubbu ky’enyukuta egyebbaapya enyuma w’ekibono 
okulaga enjawulo y’amakulu

pronoun kibono ekikiikirira ekintu ekinyerenyeere

retelling (v) kwiramu okukoba ekifumo ekiyiiye oba ekitumula oku 
biriwo nga kizwa mu mutwegwo

reviewing (v) kwemunkuta

root (of the word) nsibuko y’ekibono

segmenting (v) kwabulaabula bibono omu nkenga gyabyo

sentence kikobe

sentence structure enyombeka y’ekikobe

sound magono g’enyukuta

story kifumo

subject ekitumulwaku/ekiwandiikibwaku

sub-theme kisaga 
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suffix (of a word) kibbubbu eky’enyukuta egyebbaapya omu maiso g’ekibono 
okucuusa amakulu

syllable nkenga gy’ekibono

tense (of a verb) ndagiriro y’ekiseera/ owekyabbeerawo

Thematic Question kibuulyo ekitumula oku mutwe omukulu

theme mutwe omukulu

verb kibono ekikola

vowel nyukuta embutuli

word kibono

word exploration kuvumbula kibono

word structure enyombeka y’ekibono

Literacy 2

action (plot) kikole

alphabetical order empanga ya walifu

baseline omusitaale enyukuta okugityama

bottom line omusitaale enyukuta egiri n’emikira okugikoma

centre line musitaale gw’akati

comma kabonero akawuumulya

exclamation mark kabonero akeewunya

full stop kakomyo

handwriting (n) mpandiika/mukono

handwriting (v) kuwandiika

handwriting guidelines ndagirira y’empandiika

learning journal kitabo ekituwandiikamu ebitwega buli lunaku

letter formation kutandiika n’okukola enyukuta

pencil grip nkwata ensa ey’ekalaamu ng’owandiika

plan the story kusengeka ekifumo

practice (handwriting and  
spelling)

kwegezesyamu (empandiika n’enyukuta egikola ebibono)

question mark kabonero akabuulya

spelling (n) nyukuta egikola ekibono

spelling (v) kukoba nyukuta egikola ekibono

title (of a story) mutwe gw’ekifumo

top line musitaale gw’engulu ogulagirira empandiika

tracing (v) kukolobooza

ORAL LITERATURE

action (plot) kikole

character (in a story) muzeenyi omu kifumo
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In the Text Question kibuulyo ky’omu kifumo

informative story kifumo ekitumula oku biriwo

main idea (of a story) kiseego ekikulu omu kifumo

oral literature ebitumulwa

poem kikwate

predicting (v) kulagula ekyairirira

prediction kulagula

Prediction Question kibuulyo ekiragula

proverb ngero 

reciting (v) kulasula

retelling (v) kwiramu okukoba e kifumo ekiyiiye oba ekitumula oku 
biriwo nga kizwa omu mutwegwo

rhyme kwabirania

riddle kikoiko

setting (time and place of a 
story)

kiseera n’ekifo ky’ekifumo

supporting idea (of a story) kiseego ekiwagira ebikulu ebiri omu kifumo

title (of a story) mutwe gw’ekifumo

tongue twister nkazalulimi

traditional text ebitumula oku by’obuwangwa

vocabulary (from the story) bibono ebiyaaka omu kifumo

NEWS

creative (free) writing mpandiika enjiiye

modeling (a story) kuyeesa kifumo

News mayaaka/mawuliro
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Quick Reference Guide: Lugwere Orthography  

Alphabet: Lugwere has 31 letters, that is, 21 consonants and 10 vowels 
a  aa  b  bb  c  d  e  ee  f  g  i  ii  j  k  l  m  n  ny  ŋ  o  oo  p  r  s  t  u  uu  v  w  y  z 

VOWEL RULES (see Orthography Guide section 4.0) 

Writing vowel length: Short vowel sounds are written using one vowel letter. A long vowel 
sound that affects the meaning of a word is represented by doubling the vowel letter, as in: 
 kusama ‘to bark’ kusaama ‘to castrate’ 
 isubi ‘grass’ isuubi ‘hope’   

Unwritten vowel length: Vowel lengthening which is not contrastive (i.e. that which is not 
there to give to the meaning of the word but is due to the environment in which the vowel 
occurs), is not written, only a single vowel is written, as in the following cases: 
After combinations of a consonant plus w:  
 kutwala ‘to take’  not *kutwaala 
After combinations of a consonant plus y: 
 syodo ‘vegetables’  not *syoodo 
Before combinations of a nasal plus consonant: 
 kukanta ‘to jeer’  not *kukaanta 
Before combinations of a nasal plus nasal: 
 gummenya ‘(it) is breaking me’ not *guummenya cf. kumenya  
 Tikinnuma ‘It is not hurting me’  not *tikiinnuma  cf.  kuluma 
At the beginning of some short words beginning with vowel < i >:  
 igi ‘egg’  not *iigi  cf. magi  ‘egg’ 
 iwe ‘you (sg)’ not *iiwe cf. na iwe  ‘with-you’ 

Quick Reference Guide: Lugwere Orthography 

CONSONANT RULES (see Orthography Guide section 3.0) 

Writing < l > and < r >:  Both symbols < l > and < r > are used in written Lugwere. Symbol < r > 
shall be written following vowels < i > and < e >. While at the beginning of a word, and preced-
ing vowels < a >, < o >, and < u >, where < l > is written, as in: 
 mulere ‘flute’ >  mirere ‘flutes’   

Writing < bb >: The ’soft’ ‘b’ sound as < b > and the ‘hard’ counterpart as ‘bb’, as in: 
 kubbeya ‘to deceive’ cf.      kubeya      ‘to wiggle as of maggots’ 

Nasal plus nasal combinations: In Lugwere, two nasal sounds can occur in sequence. An 
awareness of this and knowledge of where and how they occur is crucial for correct spelling.  
Generally, a nasal sequence that begins with nasal sound: 
  m is written mm-; n is written nn-; 
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  ny is written nny-, while ŋ is written ŋŋ- 
These sequences, and thus the spellings, occur in the following situations: 
 
(1) In class 9/10, where the class prefix is a nasal, if the noun root begins with a nasal, or when 
the first person subject or object prefix precedes a verb stem that begins with a nasal conso-
nant, as in: 
 ennwe   ‘toes’ cf. lunwe   
 ammiga   ‘He press me down’ cf. kumiga  
(2) Where any of the following consonants <b, d, g> are trapped between a nasal immediately 
to its left and a nasal or prenasalized consonant in the syllable to its right, the <b, d, g> change 
into nasals: < m, n, ny, ŋ>, as in  the following sets of examples : 
    (a) A nasal plus < b > should have been < mb > but instead, it becomes < mm >, as in:  
 mmambula   ‘I peel off’  < m(b=m)ambulula  cf.  kubambulula  
    (b) Where a nasal plus < l >  should have been < nd > but it, instead, becomes < nn >:  
 nnimi   ‘tongues’  < n(d=n)imi  cf.  lulimi  
 nnengera  ‘I see from a far’ < n(d=n)engera  cf.  kulengera  
    (c) A < y > plus a nasal should have become < nj > but it instead becomes < nny >, as in:  
 nnyunga   ‘I join’  < ny(j=ny)unga  cf. kuyunga         
    (d) A nasal plus < g > should have been < ng > but, instead, it becomes < ŋŋ >, as in : 
 ŋŋunju   ‘civet cats’  < ŋ(g=ŋ)unju  cf.  lugunju   
    (e) Where a nasal prefix on a V-initial root should become nasal plus < j >, as in: 
 njoza     ‘I wash’  from kwoza   cf. ayoza  ‘she washes’ 
Instead it becomes < nny >, as in:  
 nnyanda   ‘I spew’  < ny(j=ny)anda  cf. kwanda  compare: ayanda    
 nnyonka    ‘I suckle’ < ny(j=ny)onka  cf. kwonka  compare: ayonka 

Writing < ky > versus < c >:  Where a /c/ sound is heard and it evidently relates to the modi-
fied class 7 prefix, we write it < ky >. One hint is to say the plural of the word that has the am-
biguous sound. Where the < c > sound is substitutable with < by > (class 8), in the singular use 
<ky>. Where it does not change, write with symbol < c >. Examples: 
 Ekiina kyabbaire kyabiriri.     ‘The hole was so deep.’ 
 Ocaane amagi omu kiibo kyange.   ‘Pack the eggs in my basket.’ 
 Ekisampa kyange kicucukire. ‘My mat is faded.’   

Writing < gy > versus < j >:  Where a < j > sound is heard and it evidently relates to the modi-
fied form of class 4/10 prefix form it is written < gy >. A hint is to say the singular form of the 
word that has the ambiguous sound. Where the /j/ sound is substitutable with sounds  < gw- > 
(class 3), or < ya >, or < wa > (class 9), in the plural use <gy>.  
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Where this sound does not change, use symbol < j >. Compare the following examples:   
 Emirimo gyonagyona gyawoire.  ‘All the tasks were completed.’ 
 cf.     Omulimo gwonagwona gwawoire. 
 Esaati eegyo tigya kujaagiija.   ‘Those shirts are not for misusing.’  
 cf.     Esaati eeyo tiya kujaagiija.  
 Omwana yeejigijirya giri maaye.   ‘A baby feels good if with the mother’ 

Writing <b> or <bw> versus <w>:  The soft < b > sound, especially when followed by vowels    
< u > and < o > is pronounced by some speakers as < w >. This, however, is misleading, espe-
cially in words where bu- is clearly the obligatory class 14 prefix; also in words where < bo > 
marks the contrast in minimal pairs. However, for consistency and correctness in written vo-
cabulary, and to avoid potential distortion of word meanings in writing, the rightful sound 
symbols should be used, as in:  
 kubutuka ‘to get a skin rash’ > mbutuka  ‘I develop a skin rash’
   cf. kuwutuka ‘to tug’  > mputuka  ‘I tug’ 
 kubona  ‘to see’   > mbona  ‘I see’  
   cf. kuwona ‘to be cured’  > mpona  ‘I am’ 
Similarily, the combination < bw >, itself a modification of class 14 prefix < bu > preceding vow-
el-initial roots is at times erroneously pronounced by some speakers as < w >. In writing, how-
ever, the correct form is used, as in: 
 bwire  ‘night time’  not  *wiire 
 bwomi  ‘life’   not  *woomi 

Writing < ku > versus < wu >: There is a tendency for some speakers to pronounce the verbal 
infinitive ku– as /u/ or ‘wu’. When writing, the correct infinitive prefix form, ‘ku’, is used, as in: 
 kugota   ‘to be lost’ not *ugota   or *wugota  
 kukubba   ‘to beat’ not *ukubba  or *wukubba 

CONSONANT RULES (continued) 

WORD BOUNDARY RULES (see Orthography Guide section 6.0) 

Compound words: Compound words are written as one single word with no break, as in: 
 kanuunambuli ‘type of grass’    cf.  kunuuna, mbuli 
 koizeeyo  ‘how are you’    cf.  koizi, eyo 
 makangaika ‘finale’     cf.  kukanga, ika 

Reduplication: Where the root with its final vowel is reduplicated, write it as one word, as in: 
 kujuukajuuka ‘to hop-skip’  babiribiri  ‘in twos’ 
That in which a thing/action is heightened or lessened in extent, strength, spacing, or pace, or 
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that it is allotted to a group, we write each part separately, as in:  
 mpola mpola  ‘very slowly’  cf. mpola ‘slowly’ 
 siringi kikumu kikumi ‘one hundred shillings each’ 
 kikalu kala kala  ‘(it is) very, very dry’  cf.  kikalu kala   ‘very dry’  
Note: The forms below though seemingly reduplicated carry a different meaning than the ad-
verbial sense in the cases above. These are complete forms in themselves and need to be 
written as a single word. They include:  
 yonayona    ‘any/all of it (C9)’   cf. yona      ‘it too’ 
 swenaswena    ‘all of us’   cf. swena    ‘we too’  
That in which the root is reduplicated and the second part is prefixed with syllable ‘bu-’ or ‘ku-, 
we write the two parts joined with a hyphen, as in: 
 kukola-bukoli ‘to simply work’  agona-bugoni ‘he just sleeps’ 
 kyeru-bweru ‘(it is) simply white’ agona-kugona ‘he just sleeps’ 

Relative markers:  Relative markers are written prefixed to the verb that follows, as in: 
 Omukali eyaizire aanu   ‘The woman who came here’ 
 Omama owaatuuka e ika   ‘When mother reaches home’ 

Possessive markers: Independent possessive pronouns are written separately, as in: 
 Ganu mata gange  or Gange ganu amata.  ‘This is my milk.’ 
 muntuwe ‘her person’  not *muntu we 

Associative markers: Preceding consonant-initial and vowel i-initial words, the associative 
marker is written separately, as in: 
 maviiri ga nyonyi    ‘A bird’s feathers’ 
 Eenu gomasi ya isenga   ‘This is aunt’s traditional wear’ 
When followed by a word that begins with a vowel, the associative marker loses its vowel, and 
is written together with the next word with an apostrophe where the lost vowel was, as in: 
 Oluguudo lw’eitakali   ‘A murram road’  from  ... lwa eitakali 

The particles ‘na’, ‘ni’, and ‘nga’: Followed by words that begin with a consonant or vowel 
<i> , the na, ni, and nga are written separately. However, preceding words that begin with a 
vowel, where the na, ni, and nga lose their vowel and are instead pronounced together with 
the next word, they are written forms joined to the next word with an apostrophe at the point 
of the lost vowel (see Orthography Guide section 6.5.2).  

Locatives: Locatives are written always joined to the location word while locatives ‘ku’, ‘mu’, 
‘e’ are always written separately except when they preceede a word beginning with a vowel 
(see Orthography Guide section 6.5.3).  
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